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Fork-Tongued Irish Bishops
& Openly Dissenting Priests
Enabled Introduction Of
Same-Sex “Marriage”
“I do not think
there are many
among Bishops
that will be
saved, but many
"People have to make their own mature
decision, be it yes or be it no. I would
hate for people to be voting no for bad
reasons, for bigoted reasons, for nasty
reasons, for bullying reasons. People
have to make up their own minds and
I’m quite happy that people can do that
in front of God, be it yes or be it no,"
[Speaking for the ‘no’ campaign, he
added] “I don’t doubt that there are many
people who are practicing churchgoers
of whatever church background who will
in conscience vote Yes, and that’s
entirely up them. I’m not going to say
they’re wrong,” Bishop of Derry Donal
McKeown, Sean Doherty Show, Highland
Radio, ‘Ireland’s No. 1 Local Station’,
19/5/15.

“As a bishop I have strong views on
marriage based on my religious
convictions. I have, however, no wish to
stuff my religious views down other
people’s throats…I have said that I intend
to vote No, yet there are those of the
ecclesiastical right-wing who accuse me
of being in favour of a Yes vote, since I
do not engage in direct condemnation of
gay and lesbian men and women.”
Archbishop Diarmuid Martin [Dublin]: ‘I
encourage everyone to vote and to reflect
carefully’ The Irish Times, 19/5/15.

For report on YES voting priests, see p.12.

more that
perish.”
St. John Chrysostom
Homily III on Acts 1:12

St John Chrysostom, Doctor of the Church, born at
Antioch, c. 347; died at Commana in Pontus, 14
September, 407. He is generally considered the
most prominent doctor of the Greek Church and the
greatest preacher ever heard in a Christian pulpit.
(From the Catholic Encyclopaedia Online).
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Thank you
from the Editor
Sincere gratitude to everyone who wrote to
express condolences on learning of the death of
my mother, on 21 February, 2015, when
reported on our blog and in our April newsletter.

Elizabeth McKeever
1923-2015

Your Mass and sympathy cards, and your
generous promise of prayers were greatly
appreciated. My family were impressed at the
volume of correspondence from readers, and I
am deeply touched that so many of you
contacted me to kindly offer your sympathy and
prayers for the repose of my beloved mother’s
soul, and for my personal consolation. Your
charity is very much appreciated. God bless each
one of you.

Eternal rest grant unto her O Lord, and let perpetual light shine upon her,
may she rest in peace.

He is increasingly blatant in his attacks
on Catholic Faith and Morals and is
personally nasty in his remarks about
orthodox prelates - Cardinal Burke is
one victim.
In response to readers’ concerns, we
composed an Open Letter to the two
Bishops with responsibility for this
priest, since they have ignored our
private letters.
The letter was published on our website
and visitors were invited to sign by
emailing their name to the editor.
We acknowledged that there are
Catholics who disapprove of the work
of Catholic Truth but pointed out that
this is irrelevant. Everyone who loves
the Faith (more than they dislike us!)
was invited to take this opportunity to
join us in publicly defending Catholic
truth against the increasingly ferocious
attacks by Mgr Loftus in the Catholic
print media.
Mgr Loftus is a priest of the Diocese of
Leeds, now retired to the Diocese of
Aberdeen, so there are, effectively, two
bishops with responsibility for him.
However, neither bishop appears
willing to assume that responsibility as
it translates into protecting the faithful
in their care from his poisonous
writings.

The letter, dated 13 May, Feast of Our
Lady of Fatima, was mailed to both
Bishop Marcus Stock (Leeds) and
Bishop Hugh Gilbert (Aberdeen)
appending just over 300 signatures.
We thank, sincerely, those who signed.
As we go to press, no reply has been
received from either Bishop Stock or
Bishop Gilbert.
To read the Open Letter, visit p. 3.
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Open Letter
Bishop Marcus Stock, Diocese of Leeds
Bishop Hugh Gilbert, Diocese of Aberdeen
13 May, 2015
We, the undersigned, write to ask you to end the
scandal of Mgr Basil Loftus’ writings in both the
Catholic Times (CT) published in England and read
UK-wide, and in the Scottish Catholic Observer
(SCO), Scotland’s only national Catholic newspaper.
Week after week, Mgr Loftus writes in rebellion
against the Catholic Faith. He has denied dogma;
for example, on the subject of the Resurrection and,
in the same edition of the newspaper, he undermines
the doctrine of the Real Presence of Christ in the
Sacred Species (CT 10/10/10). Mgr Loftus is, clearly,
a material heretic and he is something of a
hypocritical heretic at that: while praising Pope
Francis for “abolishing monsignors” (CT 24/4/15), he
retains his own title of Monsignor. Surely, he should
hand back that title, if he is so pleased at its abolition.
Since the election of Pope Francis, Mgr Loftus has
reached new heights in manifesting his hatred of
Catholicism, communicated markedly through his
loathing for the Traditional Latin Mass and his
mocking references to “carnival costume” - i.e.
sacred vestments. He agitates for a change in the
moral law by pushing the Cardinal Kasper agenda
to legitimise divorce and “remarriage” and a
recognition of same-sex unions (CT, 24/4/15). Mgr
Loftus persistently falls into the error of creating false
dichotomies between Christ and doctrine, and Christ
and His Church, peddling the currently fashionable
(but un-Scriptural) notion of a false mercy which
amounts to nothing more than human sympathy with
those living in what Canon Law describes as
“manifest public sin” (# 915).
It is a matter of the utmost seriousness that any priest
is permitted to use Catholic newspapers to rail
against the Faith, to attack and undermine dogma
and morals and to insult sound prelates - Cardinal
Burke is a favourite target, as is Archbishop
Cordileone of San Francisco who merely sought to

Catholicise the schools in his archdiocese and was
subject to a massive hate campaign by the enemies
of the Faith, as a result. In his column, Mgr Loftus
blatantly misrepresents him, and is extremely
personally nasty about both Archbishop Cordileone
and Cardinal Burke. (CT, 24/4/15).

canons that might be invoked to end this scandal:
“A person is to be punished with a just penalty who…
in a published writing…gravely harms public morals,
or rails at or excites hatred of or contempt for religion
or the Church.” Yours etc.

I wrote to Mgr Loftus when he threatened legal action
against two priests in England because they had
allowed criticism of his column on their blogs. He
replied: “It would have been irresponsible not to have
taken those steps to protect those who, in good faith,
read what is published under the authority of a
Catholic parish”. In fact, what Mgr Loftus writes here
applies to the faithful who pay money to read the CT
and SCO. The faithful purchase these newspapers
in good faith. They do not expect to read heresy;
certainly not from the pen of a priest and with the
blessing of his bishop(s).

NOTICE

The fact is, Mgr Loftus is an obstinate material
heretic. He has had his errors pointed out many
times, having been made aware of the blog
discussions on our site (and others) so that, were he
genuinely ignorant of the nature, purpose and
teaching of the Church and the natural moral law,
the truth has been made known to him by these
means, if not by those few letters which have been
published in the two newspapers guilty of promoting
his heretical and entirely un-Catholic writings.
Action to end the scandal of Mgr Loftus’ attacks on
the Faith and true morals is imperative,and long
overdue. The buck stops with the bishops.
With due respect, therefore, we, the undersigned,
ask you, Bishop Stock, and you, Bishop Gilbert, to
exercise your episcopal authority and show dutiful
leadership by implementing Canon Law. - canon
1369: springs to mind, although there are several

Reflect . . .
Every Wednesday, we receive a statistics report
from the Company which records the number
of visits to our website. Opposite, the summary
from the Statistics Report for 6 May records
almost 2,000 visitors to our site that week alone.
It is noteworthy, then, that, in the end, we
despatched the letter to the two bishops with
just over three hundred signatures appended.
Should have been three thousand. Only three
priests signed, none of them local Scots priests.
“They don’t want to be associated with Catholic
Truth”, opined one supporter with an penchant
for stating the obvious. Ditto many supposedly
concerned Catholic laity. In other words, they
dislike-through-to-hate us, more than they love the Faith. Attempting to defend them,
one reader asked if I would have signed the same letter on The Tablet website. Reply:
in a heartbeat. Any such letter of concern about heresy/blasphemy, stands alone,
organisers irrelevant, for those who love God - to paraphrase St Paul!

The following
visitors to our
website missed the
deadline and
submitted their
signatures too late
for inclusion in the
hard copy
Open Letter…
Sue Sims
John Walford
(Northampton, UK)
Paul Hellyer, Leeds Diocese
Kenneth Ibbs
Jonathan Hannan
Angela Perera
Christopher Griffin
Adrian Dulston
Elizabeth Dulston
Sean Hampton
Isaac Bell,
Diocese of Louisville,
Kentucky, USA
Annie Mackie-Savage
Barrington John Tristram T.D.
Samantha Williams

“It is always simple to fall;
there are an infinity of
angles at which one falls,
only one at which one
stands. To have fallen into
any one of the fads from
Gnosticism to Christian
Science would indeed have
been obvious and tame.
But to have avoided them all has been one
whirling adventure; and in my vision the
heavenly chariot flies thundering through the
ages, the dull heresies sprawling and prostrate,
the wild truth reeling but erect.”
G.K. Chesterton, Orthodoxy
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Father Nicholas Gruner RIP
Recommended
Reading
We were greatly saddened to learn of the death
of the “Fatima Priest”, Father Nicholas Gruner,
dubbed, ironically, “the most controversial priest
in the Catholic Church today.”
This is astonishing, given that many priests “in
good standing” - that is,
those who find favour
with church authorities
today, are openly dissenting from Catholic
teaching.
Some even publicly declared their intention to
Fr Nicholas Gruner
vote for same-sex mar1942 - 2015
riage in Ireland (see 12).
It is incredible, therefore,
that a priest who has spent his life spreading
devotion to Our Lady and doing all he possibly
could to achieve her desire to have Russia consecrated to her Immaculate Heart, should be considered a “disobedient” priest, and a troublemaker.

We knew differently, however, and we were delighted when, on 12 September, 2009, Feast of
the Holy Name of Mary, Fr Gruner addressed one
of our Conferences, speaking to a large audience
in the Crowne Plaza Hotel in Glasgow. As we
reported in Issue No. 58, November, 2009, the
conference was successful beyond our highest
hopes.
Father was, by any standards, a zealous priest.
As recently as 23 April, I received an email from
the Fatima Center in Canada with the message:
Father Gruner asked me to email the attached
article. The attachment was a short report on the
withdrawal of privileges from Cardinal O’Brien,
published in L’Osservatore Romano. Perhaps
because we had not reported the matter in the
April newsletter, Father thought I didn’t know
about it. In fact, it was simply “old news” - thanks
to our local media - by the time we went to press.
Given the volume of work at the Fatima Center, I
emailed an immediate appreciative “thank you” to
Father for his typically kind thoughtfulness.

I feel personally honoured to have met Fr Gruner
and to have been invited to attend two of his Rome
conferences in my capacity as editor of a Catholic
publication willing to spread the Message of Fatima. May he rest in peace.
For lawyer’s response to a Bishop’s allegation
that Fr Gruner was a suspended priest, see p.17

Christ, to all appearances from within the body of the
faithful.” Crucially, Fr Gruner reminds us: “We must
not listen to the teaching or advice of anyone
whomsoever - pastor, bishop, Cardinal or even the
Pope - if that person is proposing a belief that
contradicts established Catholic teaching.” And if,
Fr Gruner points out, we do not put our love for the
known truth above our desire to stay in the good
Crucial Truths
graces of those around us [including] our priests,
bishops, the Vatican, then “we come under the curse
to Save Your Soul
of God that, as St Paul says, blinds us to the truth
by
so that we can no longer distinguish truth from error”
(2 Thessalonians 2:10-11). Sister Lucia lamented this
Father Nicholas Gruner
blindness, when she witnessed the new ideas being
First-up, there is an excellent preface to Crucial introduced post Vatican II: “It is indeed sad that so
many persons let themselves be dominated by the
Truths, written by James Hanisch,
diabolical wave sweeping over the world,and that
a layman who had accepted the
they are blinded to the point of being incapable of
propaganda about Fr Gruner, and
seeing error!” [Letter of 13/4/71, to her nephew, source
written him off as “a disobedient
provided in full on p.33).
priest stirring up all kinds of
trouble and division among
Importantly, Fr Gruner addresses the issue of how
Catholics. The Voice of authority
we can be certain of Catholic teaching; under the
in the Church had made it
heading The Solemn Definitions Are Our Infallible
abundantly clear that “good”
Guides to the Catholic Faith, and he explains,
Catholics will have no part with
brilliantly,in simple language, how we can have
Father Gruner. That was enough
certitude about what God has revealed, having noted
for me.” [Ed: the entire preface is worthy of publication that there are “some passages in Sacred Scripture,
in its own right but we just don’t have the space.]
and also some aspects of Sacred Tradition, which to
Crucial Truths demonstrates, brilliantly, that this is the uninstructed may seem to be unclear or even
entirely the wrong attitude to Church authority, with self-contradictory.”
evidence from the Fathers and Doctors of the Father emphasises two key points: firstly, that, as
Church, and by showing how past generations of St Thomas Aquinas teaches, “sins against the faith
Catholics dealt with crises in the Church.
are among the greatest of all sins [and] “if a person
At the outset, Fr Gruner deals with the problem facing
Catholics who see opposition between loyalty to the
Church and obedience to Our Lady in the matter of
the Consecration of Russia. This, Father points out,
is “because people do not understand the essential
duty that each of us has, to love the truth. In fact, the
more we truly love Our Lady, the more we will love
the truth…Fatima is about the truth.” Father
concludes Chapter 1, You must love the truth by
pointing out that “A real love of the truth necessarily
means defending the truth, and denouncing
untrustworthy false teachers who are misleading the
faithful. It is not disobedient or wrongly “divisive” to
stand up for the truth in the face of these lies. It is
the lies themselves that are divisive.”

(with sufficient reflection and deliberate will) denies
or even doubts a dogma of the Catholic Faith and
dies unrepentant of this sin, then he will go to hell for
all eternity.” And secondly, in discussing the way
Catholics are lax about learning and understanding
the teachings of the Church and thus leave
themselves easy prey for the devil, Fr Gruner writes:
“So much carelessness on the part of Catholics, who
leave themselves uninformed and unguarded in the
most important concern of their lives cannot be
without serious fault. These people have forgotten
that it is a grave matter of sin to deny or even to doubt
one dogma of the Faith (a doctrine of the Catholic
Faith that has been infallibly taught by Jesus Christ
through His Catholic Church.)”

Fr Gruner dedicates the next chapter to explaining
how it is that the dogmas of the Faith can never fail,
and points to evidence from Scripture that those who
deviated from God’s revealed truths were denounced
in the early Church: “The ancient Galatians had been
converted to the Catholic Faith by St Paul, but then
there came some mistaken “extra zealous” preachers
(who may have been Jewish Pharisees before they
became Christians), telling the Galatians that they
couldn’t go straight from paganism to Christianity.
First, they said, they would have to be circumcised
and follow the food-restrictions of the Old Law given
by Moses. When St Paul heard about the Galatians
accepting these new teachings, do you suppose he
approved of the Galatians’ submissiveness, and
congratulated them for being so pious and zealous?
No! He told them that they had left the Faith!”

This book is a must-read; small, beautifully and
concisely written, affordable at only £10/10 euros,
including P & P, we strongly recommend that
readers order your copy without delay:

“St Paul tells us” Fr Gruner continues “not to allow
anyone whomsoever, even though he were an angel
from Heaven, to lead us away from a pure confession
of the Faith, or else we will lose our souls!”
Father notes that today we have a similar situation
to that facing the Galatians, only now it’s called “New
Theology”: “false teachers perverting the Gospel of

Readers in the UK …
Tommy Price
PO Box 165
Newry
BT34 2WZ
Northern Ireland Tel/Fax 04830263861
Readers in the Republic of Ireland …
Joe O’Connell
Apartment C
School Road
Whitechurch
Co. Cork, Ireland

Tel: 0868678271

“May this little book and all the limited efforts of the
Fatima Center Apostolate contribute to the Triumph
of Jesus and Mary all over the entire world - very
soon.”
(Concluding words of Father’s ‘Dedication’ of his book
to the Sacred Heart of Jesus and the Immaculate Heart
of Mary.)
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Fatima - A Summary…
Peter Mackin
To mark the death of Fr Gruner, we
thought it would be timeous to
publish a summary of the Fatima
Message/Third Secret to remind us
all of the importance of continuing
Father’s efforts by praying and
working to achieve the urgent
Consecration of Russia, in the exact
manner requested by Our Lady.

gathered over the years since the apparitions didn’t
dovetail with this official, Vatican released “Third
Secret”. Let us look at the evidence that proves that
we didn’t get the full story on the 26th June, 2000.

Four sheets of paper were released by the Vatican
in 2000. However, Father Joaquin Alonso, official
Fatima archivist for sixteen years, reports in his book
that, "Lucy tells us that she wrote it on a sheet of
paper.” Cardinal Ottaviani, who read the Third
Secret, says the same thing: “She wrote it on a sheet
of paper”. Bishop Venancio, who was entrusted to
transport the envelope containing the Third Secret
th
th
Between May 13 and October 13 1917 Our Lady to a Vatican representative after Lucia wrote it down,
appeared six times in total to three local children - is reported to have held the envelope up to a light
Lucia Santos and her two cousins, Jacinta and and noted that the Third Secret was "written on a
Francisco Marto – at the Cova d’Iria, Fatima, small sheet of paper” and was comprised of 20-25
Portugal. The story of the apparitions is well known. lines.
We know that Our Lady asked the children to pray
the Rosary every day and offer sacrifices for the The version of the Third Secret released by the
conversion of sinners. It is also very well known that Vatican was written in prose, not a letter. Lucia was
on the third apparition, 13th July 1917, Our Lady interviewed by Father Jongen on 3 February 1946.
entrusted a great secret to the children. This secret When Fr. Jongen asked Sr Lucia about the Third
was given in three parts, the first two parts were Secret, she responded, "I communicated the third
revealed and the third part of the secret, often called part in a letter to the Bishop of Leiria." Canon
“The Third Secret of Fatima” has never been Galamba, an advisor to the Bishop of Leiria, is
quoted as saying, “When the bishop refused to open
revealed in its entirety.
the letter, Lucy made him promise that it would
The purpose of this short article is to gather together definitely be opened and read to the world either at
into one concise piece of writing, all the evidence her death or in 1960, whichever came first.”
relating to the secret of Fatima, including its Furthermore, the Vatican press release from 1960
suppression by various high ranking clergymen. announcing that the Third Secret would probably
Successive popes and bishops have tried to bury the never be revealed was written with the following
message, downplay the message and tried to give words, “it is most likely that the letter will never be
the impression that the contents of the secret of opened, in which Sister Lucy wrote down the words
Fatima relate only to the past. I will attempt to use which Our Lady confided as a secret to the three
the evidence available to show that the contents of shepherds of the Cova da Iria."
the secret, particularly the third part of the secret
(referred to from now on as “The Third Secret”) are The text released by the Vatican contained no words
of Our Lady. However, in the 1960 Vatican press
not only relevant today but essential.
release on the Third Secret referred to above, it is
At the end of the second part of the secret, a said: "Sister Lucy wrote down the words which Our
mysterious line appears to be unfinished: “In Lady confided as a secret.” As I mentioned above,
Portugal the dogma of the Faith will always be it is logical that the Third Secret is a continuation of
preserved etc.” Logically, something must follow the sentence “In Portugal the dogma of the Faith will
“etc.” Fatima experts agree that this line is the always be preserved etc.” The text released doesn’t
beginning of the Third Secret. We know that the seem to tie in with this at all. Yet Fr. Joseph Schweigl
contents of the Third Secret frightened Lucia so was sent by Pope Pius XII to interview Lucia about
much that she couldn’t bring herself to write them the Third Secret on 2 September 1952. The day after
down. It wasn’t until 1943, when Lucia, now Sr. Lucia, the interview, Fr. Schweigl is reported to have stated
fell gravely ill, that the Bishop of Leiria considered the following, “I cannot reveal anything of what I
ordering her to write it down. Sr Lucia declined, learned at Fatima concerning the Third Secret, but I
stating that unless she received a formal order from can say that it has two parts: one concerns the Pope;
the bishop she would not write the contents of the the other logically (although I must say nothing)
Third Secret down. Such an order was given and on would have to be the continuation of the words: 'In
the 2nd January 1944, Sr Lucia wrote down the Third Portugal, the dogma of the Faith will always be
Secret.
preserved.”
On 26th June, 2000, the Vatican released what it
claimed to be the full Third Secret. Four sheets of
paper comprised of handwriting were released,
describing a vision of the Holy Father passing
through a city of corpses and climbing a steep hill
before being killed by soldiers who fired bullets and
arrows at him. Cardinal Ratzinger, the future Pope
Benedict XVI, released a theological commentary
alongside this vision. Cardinal Sodano, Vatican
Secretary of State, implied that the secret was about
the 20th century persecution of Christians that
culminated in the failed assassination attempt on
Pope John Paul II on 13 May 1981.
Fatima scholars immediately sensed something
wasn’t quite right. The evidence that had been

It is also worth noting that the content of the Third
Secret released in 2000 doesn’t quite match up to
the evidence gathered over the years. The former
Philippine ambassador to the Vatican, Howard Dee,
is quoted as saying that Cardinal Ratzinger had
personally confirmed to him that the messages of
Akita [Japan] and Fatima are "essentially the same."
Our Lady said at Akita, "The work of the devil will
infiltrate even into the Church in such a way that one
will see cardinals opposing cardinals, bishops
against bishops. The priests who venerate Me will
be scorned and opposed by their confreres …
churches and altars sacked; the Church will be full
of those who accept compromises and the demon
will press many priests and consecrated souls to

leave the service of the Lord."
Again, this doesn’t seem to match up to the version
released in 2000.
Cardinal Ciappi, personal theologian to Pope John
Paul II, is quoted by sources as saying, "In the Third
Secret it is foretold, among other things, that the
great apostasy in the Church will begin at the top.”
In addition, on a syndicated radio broadcast, Fr.
Malachi Martin stated that the Third Secret "doesn't
make any sense unless we accept that there will be,
or that there is in progress, a wholesale apostasy
amongst clerics, and laity in the Catholic Church."
It is clear for all to see that the whole Third Secret of
Fatima wasn’t released in 2000. We have
incontrovertible evidence that proves we didn’t
receive the full thing. This was a blatant attempt to
bury the Message of Fatima forever, an attempt to
place it in the past and make it seem irrelevant.
However, the very same Joseph Ratzinger who was
complicit in this fraud, in 2005 (now Pope Benedict
XVI) stated, “We would be mistaken to think that
Fatima’s prophetic mission is complete.” It is
absolutely clear that the Message of Fatima is central
to the crisis in the Church and in the world. We must
pray and work for the release of the full Third Secret
and the Consecration of Russia to the Immaculate
Heart of Mary.

Catholic Action…
To remind the Pope of Our Lady’s
promise of a period of world peace
following the Consecration of Russia,
by name, by the Pope and all the
bishops in union with him, write to:
His Holiness Pope Francis,
Apostolic Palace
Via del Pellegrino
Citta del Vaticano - Vatican City State
00120, Europe

If my requests are
heeded, Russia will
be converted, and
there will be peace; if not,
she will spread her errors
throughout the world,
causing wars and
persecutions of the Church.
The good will be martyred; the Holy Father
will have much to suffer; various nations
will be annihilated.”

“

Peter Mackin lives with his wife and family
in the Diocese of Paisley. He works full time
in Education, and gives generously of his
time as a Catholic Truth blogger, researcher
and columnist.
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Glossy Garbage …
misnamed Catholic Life, which is extolled on The
Universe website as: The fascinating Catholic Life
magazine, launched in 1995, [which] is the only
Some kind soul, who obviously thinks I haven’t got national Catholic full colour glossy A4 monthly in the
enough to do, posted a copy of a glossy magazine UK and currently produces 9,000 copies each month
misleadingly entitled “Catholic Life” to our office. It (approximately 30,000 readers) and has well over
was opened at the page I was obviously meant to 1,000 readers on a regular 12 month subscription.
read. And sure enough, it falls into the category “Not The magazine aims to explore, in depth, both
contemporary and historical aspects of Catholic
To Be Missed” - drum roll…
Faith, even documenting unusual or forgotten stories,
The article in question, entitled They did what? is written by a selection of excellent Catholic writers
attributed to Dr Nicola Davies, which means that the and historians. Catholic Life helps the reader to
majority of the unsuspecting, uneducated through to explore their faith in an engaging and entertaining
the theologically illiterate reader will presume that way, allowing them to put their beliefs into a context
she knows what she’s talking about. She doesn’t. for everyday life.”
The other thing she doesn’t do is reply to emails. My
I wonder how many of those 1,000 subscription
email asking her to provide sources for her crackpot
readers did the arithmetic and realised that since
claims has gone unanswered. Ditto, my email to the
there were no Catholics around 3,000 years ago,
editor, Brendan Gilligan.
their “excellent” Dr Davies is plain wrong - either out
Firstly, she denounces Stigmata1 as “self-inflicted” of ignorance or malice. Is she (did any of the
and “mythical”: “Stigmata is where Catholics would thousands of Catholic Life readers ask) deliberately
imitate the life of Christ, therefore inflicting wounds misleading us or is she really that ignorant?
on their bodies just like the ones Christ had…It was Her next gaffe appears under the heading Sacred
mythical for the church [sic] to perpetuate that the cannibalism, which she ranks as “one of the oldest
cause of the wounds, thus stigmata, was a sign from and most sacred rituals of the Catholic faith.” Any
God rather than them being the result of natural editor with even a modicum of nounce, would have
causes. In addition, the church [sic] demonstrated said “stop there… cannibalism has never been a part
that stigmata were not a satanic sign in order to of Catholic ritual.” Brendan Gilligan is named as
prevent the faithful from leaving the congregation.
responsible for “Design & Editorial” of Catholic Life,
No source is given to substantiate this outrageous
slur against the Church and Davies’ sloppy through
to non-existent research leads her to a conclusion
which contrasts unfavourably with that of the
following rather more dispassionate writer:
“Believers and non-believers alike have argued their
opinions and challenged the evidence surrounding
the existence or nonexistence of stigmata for
decades. As science begins to close in on answers
to the remaining questions on the subject, it
continues to leave considerable gaps in many
hypotheses. In the cases of Saint Padre Pio and
Therese Neumann, who experienced what appear
to be very real and abnormal ailments, those
interested are left with many questions unanswered
by both science and religion. As shocking as the
claims of stigmata may be, it is obvious that in some
cases, those afflicted are experiencing something
very real that has yet to be properly identified and
categorized. Whether that affliction is of a religious
nature or a scientific one has yet to be distinguished
and leaves the door open for continuous debate. If
we cannot prove stigmata is caused by a legitimate
disorder in the mind or body, is it reasonable for
some to conclude that in those few extreme cases,
perhaps there are genuine miracles at work?” 2
Next Nicola Davies highlights a
3,000 year old pagan ritual known
as the Day of the dead which she
describes as a “day when Catholics
would mock death… through the
use of skulls…” Somebody really
ought to tell her that there were no
Catholics 3,000 years ago, that Christ lived on this
earth 2,000 years ago at which time he established
His Church. I mean, doesn’t the editor know this
basic fact, even if Davies doesn’t? Note, this glossy
magazine, masquerading as Catholic, is published
by The Universe Media Group Limited, which poisons
the Catholic community across the UK with the The
Universe and Catholic Times as well as the

Editor

reveals her ignorance. She argues
that “this practice hasn’t been
documented anywhere in the Bible,
but the tonsure is linked to other
faiths such as Islam…”
Islam came centuries after Christ
established His Church: Oh and the Bible doesn’t
describe the Religious Habits that monks would
come to wear, either… you just have to laugh.

Absolutely astonishingly, she moves on to write
about Confession - in the past tense: “During the last
generation, many people would line up waiting to see
a priest in a confessional on Saturday afternoons.
They would then recite well known phrases, such as
‘Bless me father, for I have sinned’, tell the priest
about their sins and how many times they had
committed them and receive forgiveness from the
priest. This practice was important to the Catholic
faith and a source of identity. Nowadays, it is
becoming a rarity and the lines for the confessionals
are slowly disappearing and are even non-existent
in some churches. Indeed, confessions have been
reduced to attending Mass and
receiving Holy Communion. Some
of these changes can be linked to
the Vatican II reforms in which the
programme doesn’t put much
emphasis on reconciliation and
penance. The Church put emphasis on forgiveness
and love rather than damnation and guilt and in so
although it doesn’t suggest that he knows a darn
doing the Sacrament was known to be reconciliatory.”
thing about theology or Church history. Just as well,
because he clearly hasn’t got the proverbial clue. So, So, file the “Confessions” piece under ‘Fiction’,
what’s this “sacred cannibalism” then? According to alongside her typical feminist propaganda about the
Dr Davies, this “most sacred ritual of the Catholic much maligned St Paul and his alleged negativity
faith…was also known as the ceremony of the towards women. Apparently, St Paul wanted women
Sacred Eucharist of Osiris, whereby the victim’s to cover their heads in Church, not out of respect for
blood and flesh was consumed in order to take in God “when praying or prophesying” (See 1 Corinthians
their essence and spirit… [and also] whereby a 3:5) but “as a sign of submission to their husband” victim’s blood was mixed with unleavened bread in source given as the “New Testament” in the nonorder to form the Eucharist. The physical eating of existent “book of St Paul”. Gimme strength.
flesh and blood of a person who was dying was Neither Brendan Gilligan nor Nicola Davies
practiced mostly during the demonic rules of dynastic responded to my email inviting them to comment on
popes in the 12th and 14th centuries.” She adds: “The my description of the Davies’ piece as “one of the
Vatican then ceased this practice and declared it an most ignorant pieces of writing on any aspect of
action of human sacrifice and demon worship, which theology that I have ever read.” Of course, any
didn’t have any sacred attributes.”
attempt to defend Davies’ ridiculous article would
Needless to say, not a shred of evidence for any of simply have underlined the sheer stupidity, if not
this baloney is offered by Nicola Davies. Not a shred, malice, of seeking to undermine Catholicism by
and when I tried to trace a possible source, I found falsely claiming that Catholic belief and practice is
her statements, almost word for word, on a website rooted in paganism. Nobody who holds such ignorant
entitled One Evil.3 Dr Davies’ had watered down the views should be editing or publishing a Catholic
above reference to the Vatican which reads, in full, magazine. Especially a glossy one.
as follows, in the original:
Footnotes:
Of the two, the physical eating of flesh and blood of 1 Stigmata is the term used to describe the wounds of Christ’s
a dying person was rarely ever practiced and became crucifixion which some saints and mystics have experienced in their
most common during the demonic reigns of the bodies. They suffer the wounds in their hands and feet where the
nails pierced, crown of thorns etc.
dynastic Popes, climaxing in the years of the 12th to 2 The Facts Behind Religious Stigmata: Medical Mystery or Miracle?
14th centuries when the Vatican ceased all By Dana Matthews, 14/9/09 From website, Week in Weird.
pretence of being a place of sacredness and 3http://one-evil.org/content/ritual_cannibalism.html
became the most open example of human About: One-Evil.Org is the first and only site to systematically
the history of evil… The purpose of One-Evil is to
sacrifice and demon worship not seen in Europe chronicle
understand the nature of evil, from where does it come? Who or
since late Neolithic times. [Emphasis added.]
what is behind it? How does it relate to the various religions? The

The fact that Nicola Davies trusts patently biased
sources as the basis for her claims about the origins
or Catholic belief, writes her off as a pseudoacademic, by any objective standards. And the fact
that she withholds her sources, suggests that she
knows this perfectly well.
Next on her hit list is the tonsure4 which, again,

research presented on One-Evil.Org is done with the greatest
respect to all believers of religion… Claims that this website is
"anti-Catholic" are false; Such claims are based on the references
exposing the evil activities of the hierarchy of the parasitic Roman
Death Cult or the actions of their AntiPopes and not the average
Catholic member.
4 A sacred rite instituted by the Church by which a baptized and
confirmed Christian is received into the clerical order by the shearing
of his hair and the investment with the surplice. See Catholic
Encyclopaedia online for more details.
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News From
Cyberspace
There are things going on in the Church and
in the world that you won’t read uncensored,
if at all, in the Catholic press. Thanks to the internet, we
can bring you this REPORT…

Priest Warns
of the
‘Francis Effect’
Fr. Linus Clovis, a priest of the Archdiocese of
Castries, St. Lucia in the West Indies, studied for
the priesthood at the Angelicum in Rome and was
ordained in 1983 by Pope John Paul II. He is the
leader of the international pro-life movement, and
gave an outspoken address on “The Francis
Effect” to a gathering of pro-life leaders in Rome
on 8 May, 2015.
He is currently the Director of the Secretariat for
Family and Life in the Archdiocese of Castries,
which works towards re-establishing family life on
solid Christian principles in St. Lucia. In 2003,he
led the resistance to the St Lucia Government’s
surreptitious legalization of abortion in his Catholic
island and even refused Holy Communion to the
head of state for having signed abortion into law.
You can view his talk in full at Gloria
TV http://gloria.tv/media/CG5Dyd1WWLg
Steve Skojec of the website OnePeterFive has
transcribed some of the main points from the
video, and this report is taken from his website:
Father Clovis began his address as follows: “The
Synod of the Family last year, set off alarm bells
for most Catholics and we saw bishops against
bishops and episcopal conferences fighting other
episcopal conferences, and, in all of this, we…we
know that heaven has given us a warning. And in
1973, at Akita, the prophecy was made that ‘The
work of the devil will infiltrate even into the Church
in such a way that one will see cardinals opposing
cardinals, bishops against bishops’ and ‘the priests
who venerate me will be persecuted.’ Of course,
this is part and parcel of our experience.”
Steve Skojec notes:
In his carefully-articulated talk, Fr. Clovis outlines
what he sees as a prophesied crisis in the Church,
one he ascribes in no small part [to] the Holy
Father, Pope Francis himself. I’ll post the full video
at the bottom [of the website page], but first, I
wanted to share with you some points that I
transcribed. (Together, these quotes comprise a
nearly complete transcript of the middle section of
his talk, but some ancillary points have been left
out, and the text has been broken into bullet points
to accentuate those arguments of greatest
emphasis.)
You will note that his criticisms of this pontificate
are almost all based in Scripture and the teachings
of the Church. There is nothing angry or

condemnatory in his tone or manner. He speaks with
confidence and concern.
“When a bishop — a Catholic bishop — can
applaud sin publicly, it causes us to tremble. But
this is essentially the ‘Francis Effect.’ It’s disarming
bishops and priests, especially after the Holy Father
said, ‘Who am I to judge?’ I, as a priest, say Mass,
preaching, and I make a judgment about a sin, one
breaking the Ten Commandments, I would be
condemned for judging. I would be accused of being
‘more Catholic than the pope’. There used to be a
saying — rhetorical — ‘is the pope Catholic?’ That’s
no longer funny.”
“Obedience is owed to the
pope, but the pope owes
obedience to the word and
the apostolic tradition. We
have to obey the pope, but the
pope himself must obey the
written word. He must obey the Fr Linus Clovis
tradition. He must respond to
the inspiration of the Holy Spirit. Obedience is owed
to the pope, but it is the duty of the pope to give the
character of possibility to this obedience. The pope
has to facilitate our obeying him, by himself being
obedient to the Word of God. Pope Felix III told us,
‘an error that is not resisted is approved. A truth that
is not defended is suppressed.’ So we have an
obligation to resist error, and we must do everything
that we can to promote the truth.”
“Once, we have had concerns about other popes,
even St. John Paul, with the things he’s done
which we felt uncomfortable about, I don’t think
that…Pope Francis has done anything other than
disconcert us. He has literally pulled the rug from
under our feet. And so, he is the, the reason, the
many reasons why we are concerned. Our Lord tells
us in John’s Gospel, 15th chapter, ‘If the world hates
you, you know that it hated Me before it hated you.
If you were of the world, the world would love its own;
but because you are not of the world, and I chose
you out of the world, therefore the world hates you.
Remember the word that I said to you, ‘A servant is
not greater than his master.’ If they persecuted Me,
they will persecute you; if they kept My word, they
will keep yours also.’ The popes are hated, and I
don’t think we had a problem with that per se. We
didn’t like it. But I think that I’ll be correct in saying
that we prefer our popes to be hated by the world
than loved by the world. Because if he’s loved by the
world, it indicates that he’s speaking the language of
the world. And we know that there can be no
relationship, no fellowship, between light and
darkness. St. Paul tells us this.”
“The Church’s traditional enemies — and this is
vocalized, articulated in Time Magazine, Rolling
Stone, The Advocate, and so on — approve of
him, he appeared on their front cover many times
over the past two years. I came across a quote from
someone who knew him in Argentina. ‘Apparently,

he loves to be loved by all and please everyone, so
one day he could make a speech on TV against
abortion, and the next day, on the same television
show, bless the pro-abortion feminists in the Plaza
de Mayo; He can give a wonderful speech against
the Masons and, a few hours later, be dining and
drinking with them in the Rotary Club.'”
“So, how can you make a decision about a man
like this, who is everybody’s friend? Our Lord tells
us, ‘Nevertheless,’ this is 12th chapter of St. John’s
Gospel, ‘Nevertheless, many of the authorities
believed in him, [that’s in our Lord] but for fear of the
Pharisees they did not confess it lest they should be
put out of the synagogue, for they loved the praise
of men more than the praise of God.’ Am I making
judgment? I don’t think so. I’m quoting scripture.
Where the die falls, let it rest.”
“The Holy Father has done many controversial
things, and we are concerned with the major
ones, not the aberrations which come up. And
the one that will go down, I suppose, to the
Second Judgment, is ‘Who am I to judge.’ One
of the…effects that the Holy Father does is that
he takes common prejudice against Catholics,
and he uses it against us. So in other words, he’s
accepting what is perceived, our position to be, as
if it were true. The Church does not judge persons.
The Church judges actions and teachings. Even the
heretics. Luther wasn’t condemned for his personal
moral life. He was condemned for his teaching. His
doctrine. And so with all the other heretics. Arius. It
was his teaching that the Church judged. And has
the authority to judge. But when the pope says, ‘Who
am I to judge?’, he is giving the impression that the
Church judges individuals because of who they are
and…what they’re doing in their personal lives. That
is for the confession.”
“Scripture tells us very clearly in First
Corinthians chapter five St. Paul is writing to the
Church of Corinth because they had accepted a
man among them who was guilty of immorality.
And the apostle writes, ‘But rather I wrote to you not
to associate with any one who bears the name of
brother if he is guilty of immorality or greed, or is an
idolater, reviler, drunkard, or robber—not even to eat
with such a one. For what have I to do with judging
outsiders?’ Aha! What have I to do with judging
outsiders? ‘Is it not those inside the church whom
you are to judge? God judges those outside. Drive
out the wicked person from among you.’ So, how
can the successor of Peter say, ‘Who am I to judge?’
without contradicting Scripture?”
“He complains we talk too much about abortion
and contraception. Well…Do we? Again, the
apostle tells us ‘convince, rebuke, and exhort,
be unfailing in patience and in teaching.’ So, we
have an obligation to speak about those sins for
which the punishment is eternal damnation in Hell.
We’re talking about the salvation of souls. The Code
of Canon Law ends: ‘the highest good is the
salvation of souls.’ And this is why Christ founded
His Church: for the salvation of souls.”
“The ‘rabbit-gate’ affair was an insult to all
Catholic mothers. Those who have…risked their
lives, offered their lives, and given their lives for their
children, and above all, for the Gospel.”
“Our concern is of course for the upcoming
synod and what appears to be favoured to bring
remarried divorcees to communion. This is going
to be a serious blow to the Church and to the faithful.
Because already it has caused a lot of confusion and
misunderstanding.
Continued on p.20, column 3
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Your Letters
I see that the sexual perversion called homosexuality
in the priesthood has now spread from San
Francisco to Scotland, with the whistle-blower Father
Despard being punished for revealing all in his
"Priesthood in Crisis" book. I would have thought that
actions like this by the local ordinary, rather than
covering up what Father Despard had to say by
attempting to shut him up, instead only draws greater
attention to this abomination by encouraging
Catholics to read this "forbidden fruit." Naturally, I
see your pagan press is gleefully publicising the
priest's so-called penitential fate. Have you read his
book, and/or published an article on these
shenanigans in your magazine?
[Ed: I have read his book and we have reported on
developments from time to time – see page 13. But I’ve
added your name to our e-mail list so that you can read
our newsletter when it goes online bi-monthly. That
way, you won’t miss updates.]

Here, the local pagan press is also hard at work
vilifying Archbishop Cordileone for being a shepherd.
It has done that by giving a platform to "prominent
Catholics" requesting - nay, demanding - that the
Pope sack him, and printing many letters to the editor
by parents at local [Catholic] schools, who use
pro-homosexual buzz-words, like inclusiveness and
hate, to attack him and a local pastor. These two
gentlemen have the temerity to believe and teach
that Catholic teachers, while in the classroom,
should obey Church teaching on subjects like
abortion and homosexuality.
Like the hundreds of Catholics who supported Father
Despard's attempts to shine a light on what is going
on in the priesthood in Scotland I hope that a rally
which will take place here on May 16th will attract
many hundreds, if not thousands, out to support
Archbishop Cordileone. It will be interesting to see
how many local pastors publicise this event in their
parish bulletins (an informed local priest slightly
shocked me when he told me that the priests in San
Francisco actually hate the archbishop), and how
many of his fellow bishops will turn up to support him.
With the Pope in the country in the Fall, I am looking
forward to seeing him in the prominent US media
shaking Archbishop Cordileone's hand and talking
animatedly with him. Do pigs fly? George Carter,
U.S.A.
Thank you so much for sending me an issue of
Catholic Truth, as requested by [a friend] in Ireland,
to whom I am most grateful. Please keep me on your
mailing list for future issues. A small donation is
enclosed. Kathleen Mosses, U.S.A.
Ed: not so small! In any case, we don’t think of any
donation as “small” - all donations are gratefully received.
We are delighted to welcome you onto our mailing list - God
bless you.

Congratulations on another terrific Catholic Truth. As
ever, not a dull line to be found. Look forward to
seeing you in the not too distant future. What about
a Conference? Frances Burke, Birmingham
Ed: when we organise another Conference, you’ll be the
first to know - that’s a promise!

Thanks for another brilliant issue of Catholic Truth.
Keep up the good work. I now go often to SSPX holy
Mass but to my own parish Mass first. These are
difficult times for the Church but then that has been
her history for so long. We need to be strong in our
faith as the Islamic threat becomes more real and
more closer.
We live in a very Godless age. The Church, meaning
the clergy, fails us in keeping silent on contraception
and premarital cohabitation which is rampant among
Catholics. Holy Communion in the hand lowers
respect for almighty God and indirectly contributes
to general disrespect for His procreative gifts,
commonly referred to as 'sex', like it was a
hamburger. The clergy have a lot to answer for by
their silence. I believe 'silence' indicates consent.
Paul Hellyer, Leeds

In a very small news item in the Catholic Times, it
was announced that Cardinal Vincent Nichols will
preside at a Mass welcoming Lesbian, Gay, bisexual
and Transgender Catholics in Farm Street, Jesuit
Church, Sunday 10/5/15. A ground-breaking “first”
surely worthy of front page treatment. Why the
reticence? Could it be that it would alert us to what
[is going on?] The next stage? “Gay marriage” [in a
Catholic church]? Now that “love” is the erroneous
emphasis between the spouses, not procreation,
[perhaps] there is no doctrinal reason why this
should not be. Michael Baker, Glasgow

NOTICES
Sincere gratitude to everyone who donated to our
funds following the April edition. We are, as ever,
deeply impressed and touched by your generosity.

“Missionaries: some give by going; some go by
giving” I am very glad to assist you in “going out” to
“learn the un-learned” about the truths of our eternal
life. Many many thanks for Catholic Truth being with
us all. A Priest, U.S.A.

To save postage, we no longer write letters of
acknowledgement for your individual donations
although if you include an email address, Editor
will thank you personally. Email addresses are
included with all PayPal donations online.

Ed: sincere gratitude for your kind words of encouragement,
Father, and for your more than generous cheque (check!)
We can’t thank you enough. God bless you.

And, of course, a special word of gratitude to
our Standing Order donors because these regular
donations very much help us with our planning.

Shall we start a Rosary Crusade for the conversion
of the UK, maybe your readers could work in their
local parish/area to encourage parishioners to turn
once again to the Rosary as we know it is no longer
an option! I think we need a target, but we also need
people to continue saying it or increasing the amount
of Rosaries they are able to say. Keep up the good
work. Anne McIntyre, Bristol

Our postage costs are rising steadily, so be
assured that your generosity is truly greatly
appreciated. Thank you.
Miss McMoneypenny

Ed: let us know what you think of this idea. Those who are
willing to take this on, let us know and we’ll publish the
details, if you wish.

For whosoever shall give you to
drink a cup of water in My
name, because you belong to
Christ: amen I say to you, he
shall not lose his reward.

Congratulations on your magazine which now equals
in dimensions ‘The Pill’ [Ed: i.e. The Tablet] but there
the resemblance ends. [Ed: Phew!)
These synods on the family are surely non-events.
For centuries the Church has given firm and constant
teachings on marriage, therefore there is definitely
no room for any further ‘developments’ or ‘evolution’.
Sinners, especially public ones, should never be
given Holy Communion. What good would it do them
anyway? Such blasphemous Communions would
only earn them a deeper damnation. Denying them
the Holy Species is really an act of charity. J. Allan,
Torquay, England

(Mark 9:40)

Email List
Due to steeply rising postage costs, we are
asking online readers to read the newsletter
on our website where it is published in full.
So,if you can, please transfer to our e-mail
list by contacting editor@catholictruthscotland.com

Ed: for more from J. Allen, see Reflection… p.18)

NOTICE...
If you do not wish your communication to
be published, or if you wish your name or
location to be withheld, please state that
clearly in your letter/email. We will
always honour such requests - but we’re
not mind-readers!

The Editor
Catholic Truth,
10 Sandyford Place
Glasgow, G3 7NB

Breaking News…
If you write to an Editor
you risk being published!

Tel: 0797 90 53666
Email:
editor@catholictruthscotland.com

The UK & Irish Bishops plus the Pope and Prefects of every Vatican Congregation receive this
publication. If it contradicts Catholic teaching, we invite the Hierarchy to correct us in accordance
with their duty under Canon Law # 823
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Rogation Days The Catholic Answer To Climate Change…
When will we ever learn?
Ellen Ward
As usual, I was woken up by my radio alarm and as I struggled to focus on the latest BBC news broadcast,
I was suddenly shaken from head to toe with a voice coming to me from thousands of miles away in Nepal.
I am haunted still by that voice it pleaded “Ask God to help us! Please pray for us!” This voice was so
beseeching, full of anguish and despair that none of the scenes
of horror and devastation on TV footage I was to see in the
days to follow could move me as that appeal did. The previous
day I had been preparing to follow the Mass in my Missal and
read that it being 25th April, the feast of St Mark, the Evangelist,
the Procession of the Greater Litanies, followed by the
Rogation Mass should take place. For reasons I will not go
into right now, this did not take place. But I read the explanation
of Rogation Days. Rogàre is Latin for “to ask”. The voice
comes back to me, hauntingly “Ask God to help us!” The object
of these rogation supplications, states the Missal, is to appease
the anger of God and avert the scourges of His justice, such
as earthquakes and other calamities of nature, and to pray for
the harvest. Later that day, 25th April, Nepal saw the worst
earthquake in its history, with thousands dead and millions
injured and left homeless.

Nepal Earthquake

25 April, 2015 - Feast of St. Mark

The missal reminds us of the habit of centuries spent
celebrating the Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
before the Feast of Ascension on the Thursday as
Rogation Days when processions took place while
reciting the Litany of the Saints, Psalms and other
prayers and concluding with Holy Mass. This year
on the Tuesday before Ascension Thursday, Nepal
was rocked by yet another huge earthquake, leaving
many more dead.

that the principle Lex orandi, lex credendi, the law
or rule of praying affects what we believe.

It has been noted many times since the changes
that have taken place in the Catholic Church over
the past fifty years or so, especially in the Liturgy,

Surely this is yet another example of what happens
when we do not follow the way the Church had
structured its Liturgy for years, we lose not only
belief in God but trust in Him. Men today put their
trust in scientists to develop new ways in agriculture
and omit to accept that God created the world and
all its wonders and will help us as long as we obey
the laws of nature that He intended. When will we
ever learn?
Ellen Ward is a former Treasurer of
Catholic Truth and generously devotes time
in her retirement to researching, advising
and writing for the newsletter.

Earthquakes and other calamities afflicted the
diocese of Vienne in Dauphiny (France) in the fifth
century, and St Mamertus, who was bishop of that
diocese, instituted a penitential procession with
public supplications on the Monday, Tuesday, and
Wednesday before Ascension Day. In 816, Pope
Leo III introduced it into Rome, and soon after it
became a general observance throughout the
Church.
The Litany of the Saints, the Psalms, and the
Prayers sung during the procession on these days
are supplications: hence the name of Rogation
Days (rogáre, to ask) applied to them. The object
of these rogation supplications is to appease the
anger of God and avert the scourges of His justice,
and to pray for the harvest.
A similar function is observed on April 25, on the
Feast of St Mark, but this is of Roman origin. It is
called the Greater Litanies in contrast to the
Lesser Litanies of the Rogation days; but in
practice there is no difference between them,
except that the Rogations may be transferred by
the Bishop of the diocese to three other continuous
days which are more convenient according to local
custom or need. (‘Rogation Days’, 1962 Missal)

St Mark was a disciple of St Peter and the author
of the second Gospel…He was martyred at
Alexandria in 80.
The Procession of the Greater Litanies, followed
by the Rogation Mass, has no connection with the
Feast of St Mark, as such. If St Mark’s Day is
transferred, the Procession still takes place on
April 25 unless Easter occurs that day, in which
case the Litanies are observed on the following
Tuesday. (St Mark The Evangelist: The Greater
Litanies, 1962 Missal)

And it shall be at an instant suddenly. A visitation shall
come from the Lord of hosts in thunder, and with
earthquake, and with a great noise of whirlwind and
tempest, and with the flame of devouring fire.
(Isaiah 29:6)
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Thinking Through Catholic Truth
“I have come to Scotland to unteach heresy and to save souls”

June: Month of the Sacred Heart

St John Ogilvie SJ
Feast: 10 March

Promises of the Sacred Heart
Taken from Catholic Tradition website
http://www.catholictradition.org/Two-Hearts/devotion12.htm

The twelve promises which we find in prayer books
and manuals of the devotion to the Sacred Heart do
not contain all the promises made by our Divine Lord
to St. Margaret Mary Alacoque. They are not even a
summary of them, but are rather a selection of those
promises best calculated to arouse sentiments of
love for Our Lord in the hearts of the faithful and to
induce them to practice the devotion. These twelve
promises are found in the writings of St. Margaret
Mary, but not all in one place.
We give here the complete list of the various
promises, as found in Monsignor Gauthey's edition
of the writings of St. Margaret Mary, but we do not
give the full text. Those who wish to have the full text
of the promises will find it in The Devotion to the
Sacred Heart of Jesus the Essence of Christianity,
pages 48 to 69. But first, we present the basic twelve
promises without commentary. Near the conclusion
of this section. St. Margaret Mary writes an
explanation of how the Nine First Fridays are to be
practiced. The Prayer for Daily Neglect was not
written by St. Margaret Mary but because it is so
invaluable an aid, we have included it here as it is a
prayer to the Sacred Heart that is to be said daily,
thus it can be incorporated into the practice of the
Devotion easily, it is short and known to be efficacious.
The nine First Fridays devotion and the
twelve promises of the Sacred Heart made
to St. Margaret Mary with added prayer for
daily neglect…
1) I will give them all the graces necessary for their
state of life.
2) I will give peace in their families

This devotion consists in attending Holy Mass and
receiving Holy Communion in reparation for those
who do not receive Our Lord, who do not love Him
and who wound Him by their sinful lives.

Promises attached to the veneration of
the image of the Sacred Heart
a) Blessings promised to nations that put the
image of the Sacred Heart on their standards:
". . . Our Divine Lord does not wish to stop there: He
desires, it seems to me, to enter with pomp and
magnificence into the houses of princes and kings,
in order to be honoured there as much as He was
outraged, despised and humiliated in His Passion,
and to receive as much pleasure at seeing the great
ones of this world abased and humiliated before Him,
as He felt bitterness at seeing Himself annihilated at
their feet."

"I promise you, in the excessive mercy of My Heart,
that My all-powerful love will grant to all those who
communicate on the First Friday of nine consecutive
months, the grace of final penitence; they shall not
die in my disgrace, nor without receiving their
Sacraments, My Divine Heart shall be their safe
refuge in this last moment." - Our Lord to St.
Margaret Mary.
b) Blessings promised to families where the
image of the Sacred Heart is honoured:
Prayer for Daily Neglects
ETERNAL FATHER, I offer You the Sacred Heart
of Jesus, with all its love, all its sufferings, and all
its merits.
First, to expiate all the sins I have committed this
day and during all my life. Glory be to the Father, and
to the Son, and to the Holy Spirit. As it was in the
beginning, is now, and shall ever be, world without
end. Amen.

"Our Divine Lord assured me that He takes a singular
pleasure in being honoured under the figure of His
Heart of flesh, the image of which He wishes to be
exposed in public in order to touch the unfeeling
hearts of men. He promised that He would pour out
in abundance into the hearts of all those who would
honour His Heart all the gifts with which It is filled,
and that everywhere this image is exposed and
honoured, it would draw down all kinds of blessings."

Second, to purify the good I have done poorly this c) Blessings promised to communities:
day and during all my life. Glory be...
"He promised that He would pour out the sweet
Third, to supply for the good I ought to have done, unction of His ardent charity on all those communities
and that I have neglected this day and all my life. in which this divine image would be honoured; that
Glory be...
He would turn away from them the thunderbolts of
History: Soon after death, a Poor Clare nun the just anger of God, and that He would restore
appeared to her abbess, who was praying for her, them to His grace, if they should have the misfortune
and said: "I went straight to Heaven because I paid to fall into sin."
all my debts by virtue of this prayer." (Main source: d) Blessings promised to individuals:
Prayers & Heavenly Promises, compiled from approved
sources by Joan Carroll Cruz)

3) I will console them in all their troubles
4) They shall find in My heart an assured refuge
during life and especially at the hour of death
5) I will pour abundant blessings on all their
undertakings

"He promised to pour out into the hearts of all those
who honour the image of His Heart all the gifts which
It contains. He promised also to imprint His love on
the hearts of all those who would wear this image on
their persons, and that He would destroy in them all
disordered movements."

6) Sinners shall find in My heart the source and
infinite ocean of mercy
7) Tepid souls shall become fervent

The Devotion to the Sacred Heart

8) Fervent souls shall speedily rise to great perfection

Fr. John Croiset, S. J.
Originally published in 1691;
Nihil Obstat and Imprimatur, 1959

9) I will bless the homes in which the image of My
Sacred Heart shall be exposed and honoured
10) I will give to priests the power to touch the most
hardened hearts

http://www.catholictradition.org/Two-Hearts/devotion12.htm

11) Those who propagate this devotion shall have
their name written in My heart, and it shall never
be effaced
12) The all-powerful love of my heart will grant to all
those who shall receive Communion on the First
Friday of nine consecutive months the grace of final
repentance;they shall not die under My displeasure,
nor without receiving the sacraments; My heart shall
be their assured refuge at the last hour.

O Sacred Heart of Jesus,
I place all my trust in Thee!
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Same-Sex ‘Marriage’ - The Lessons…
The following article, A Salutary Lesson from the Same-Sex ‘Marriage’ Bill
by Anthony Fraser RIP, is taken from the Apropos website.
Footnotes provided in original
In the spectator of 14th June, 2013, Anne
Applebaum, commented that she is often asked if
her books on Stalinist Russia are a sort of metaphor
for Obama's USA. She replies that it is not so and
would only change her mind were the government's
opponents routinely arrested, beaten and imprisoned
without trial, and were scoutmasters, newspaper
editors and symphony conductors appointed only by
permission of the State.
On a similar theme Peter Hitchens posted an
interview of him by Nigel Farndale in which the latter
noted:
'But when I suggest that he [Hitchens,] sometimes
exaggerates his case to win an argument, I am given
a glimpse of his darker, more bullying side. He
glowers at me and asks that I give him some
examples. Well, I say, comparing the liberal
revolution in Britain to the Cultural Revolution in
China. It is just too extreme. Much as they might have
secretly liked to, the Labour Party has never paraded
right-wing professors wearing dunce’s hats. They
have never committed human rights abuses or
censored the right-wing press or imprisoned, exiled
or executed dissidents.
Is it too extreme a comparison?’ Hitchens asks. ‘How
old are you, 34? Well I am 47 and I grew up in a
Britain that has completely disappeared today. That
is to say my father was a British naval officer and
then he worked in private schools, places where the
country retained a lot of its pre-revolutionary
characteristics. So I am older in experience than I
am in years. I know an England that people in their
sixties would have known. And it has changed utterly.
And the revolutionaries have been quite vicious in
the way that they have excluded those that haven’t
agreed with them. They don’t kill, they don’t reduce
to penury or chuck into cesspits, they just exclude.
You don’t read Kierkegaard do you?’
Er...
‘No, neither do I. But he said the most effective
revolutions are those that strip the essence but leave
everything standing.’
Both Applebaum and Farndale have both missed the
point made by their interlocutors. One suspects that
Ms Applebaum's questioners are quite well aware
that there is no direct comparison between Stalinist
Russia and Obama's USA although, to paraphrase
Malcolm Muggeridge, one might want to tell that to
the occupants of certain residential accommodation
in Guantanamo. But these interlocutors are aware
that they are living in revolutionary times.
And the oft-maligned Hitchens hit the nail on the
head. The revolutionaries of our day want to effect a
revolution by cultural means. True right-wing (i.e.
those who accept the Social Kingship of Christ or at
least the natural law) politicians or political observers,
public officials, newspaper columnists are not
imprisoned (yet). They are excluded or subjected to
a pervasive liberal environment in which they selfcensor (with a few notable exceptions).
I recall, as a young trade unionist, being howled off
a platform - having the microphone cut off - for daring
to oppose the homosexual liberation movement in
the mid Seventies. What was then merely a minor

pressure group in society, but strong within elements
of the trade union movement, is now arguably the
most influential lobby in the world, and now having
power at the highest level of government through its
influence, and that of its proxy minions in our liberal
establishment parties. Interventions such as the one
I made then would be unthinkable today if one
wished to continue to support one's wife and family.
Such simple truths about the homosexual lifestyle
would be considered as gross homophobia and
evidence of one's unsuitability to hold a public post.
And whereas Ms Applebaum’s observations
concerned Obama’s USA she might well be forced
to change her mind in the years to come (French
pro-marriage protestors are currently routinely
beaten and imprisoned by the French police). There
is an increasing intolerance by liberal establishments
of what is described as homophobia but which, in
essence, is none other
than acceptance of the
natural and moral law.
And while the criminal
law has yet to be invoked
to any great degree –
employment and civil law
is being used and will be
used to enforce
anti-homophobic policies
upon society at large.

The chilling term, ‘Silence will be interpreted as
disapproval’ echoes the accusation voiced against
the character of St Thomas More in the film, A Man
for All Seasons, who insisted, in his defence, on the
legal precedent that "Qui tacet consentire videtur"
(Silence breeds consent). But, like the perjuring
accusers of St Thomas, these modern Thomas
Cromwells will not be satisfied until they can enter
into the privacy of the human soul and conscience
and force it to approve of their unnatural vice or exact
a penalty – loss of rank, job, pension or whatever.

The Henry the Eighths of this world and the LGBT
lobby are not content to indulge in sinful behaviour.
They want us to admit that it is not a sin: that their
behaviour is natural. They don’t want anyone to
disturb their improperly formed consciences even
through silent dissent. They want to abuse our
consciences. They want us to lie to satisfy their
erroneous consciences. But as Solzhenitsyn warned
us in From Under the Rubble(3): ‘ DO NOT LIE! DO
NOT TAKE PART IN THE LIE! DO NOT SUPPORT
THE LIE! … and then he explains ‘What does it
mean, not to lie? It doesn’t mean going around
preaching the truth at the top of your voice (perish
the thought!) It doesn’t even mean muttering what
you think in an undertone. It simply means: not
saying what you don’t think, and that includes not
whispering, not opening your mouth, not raising your
hand, not casting your vote, not feigning a smile, not
Anthony Fraser RIP
We already have the lending your presence, not standing up and not
examples of the Christian cheering.’ (4)
Bed and Breakfast proprietors penalised for refusing As the above DOJ document indicates, ‘not saying
to accommodate same-sex couples in double rooms. what you don’t think’ is not an option: it is tantamount
We have witnessed years ago nine firefighters to silence – a silence which the high priests of secular
disciplined for failing to participate in a Gay Pride humanism will not tolerate no less than would Stalin,
March in Glasgow, (1) and it will only be a matter of Henry VIII, or Herodius.
time before teachers, clerics, lecturers, health
workers, public officials will be sacked or demoted The nine Strathclyde firefighters were subsequently
unless they actively participate in Gay Pride Activities made to admit they were wrong in refusing to attend
to show proactively that they are not homophobic. and provide fire leaflets at the Scotia Pride March
(an event of the type at which Fireman are often
In support of this we refer to the document ‘ LGBT treated as objects of an obscene ‘Gay’ desire, and,
Inclusion at Work: The 7 Habits of Highly Effective if Catholic Firemen, are subjected to the grossly
Managers’, a resource from DOJ Pride, the blasphemous and insulting antics of the ‘Sisters of
Association of Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Perpetual Indulgence’ and other anti-Catholic acts).
Transgender Employees of the U.S. Department of These ‘guilty’ firemen were also sent on diversity
Justice and Their Allies. Although this finds its origins training. If this is not redolent of the Stalinist show
in the US, its sentiments are already implicit in the trial and re-education camps then what is?
equality and diversity policies being implemented
Colin Hart, campaign Director of the Coalition for
across the UK.
Marriage, in an e-mail message headed, ‘Party
This document suggests that managers, ‘Attend Machines Push Through Bill’ bemoaned the fact that
LGBT events sponsored by DOJ Pride and/or the the Same-Sex Marriage Bill was undemocratic from
Department, and invite (but don’t require) others to the start and at the end, ‘with the parties using their
join you.’ Elsewhere the document makes it clear power to apply exceptional pressure on MPs and
that Managers are expected to proactively promote Peers. Whatever the parties may say, we know the
the LGBT agenda when it states: ‘Don't judge or votes on civil liberty protections were not truly free.
remain silent. Silence will be interpreted as There is a very good case for reasonable and
disapproval.’ Managers are also exhorted to use necessary safeguards to protect the civil liberties of
terms in the workplace such as ‘partners’ rather than people like you – people that believe in traditional
‘gender-specific terms like “husband” and “wife”’. (2) marriage. Several courageous Peers tabled good
It doesn’t take much imagination to foresee bullying, civil liberty amendments, which we supported. But
by the LGBT apparatchiks and their “straight” allies, the Bill’s backers – including the leaders of the
being applied to those who are invited, but decline, Conservatives, the Liberal Democrats and Labour –
to attend LGBT events, or who refuse to use the saw to it that none of them were voted into the Bill’.
bastard term ‘partner’ to describe a true husband or
wife and thus offend the sensitivities of ‘gays’ in the
workplace.
Continued on page 12, column 1
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Same-Sex ‘Marriage’ - The Lessons… Continued from p.11
These protections were for teachers, workers, with complete assurance. The traditional idea of
chaplains, free speech, and the right not to be subject revolution and the traditional strategy of revolution
to discriminatory action by Councils, for example, on have ended. These ideas are old-fashioned…What
the grounds that one or one’s organisation disagrees we must undertake is a type of different and
with same-sex marriage.
dispersed disintegration of the system.’ (9)
The destruction of the traditional family and the
No doubt Mr Hart and his Coalition expected to be
promotion of alternative ‘family’ types must be seen
dealing with reasonable politicians those who would
not as some by-product of misguided government
listen to reasonable pleas for toleration. Indeed the
policies but rather as a deliberate policy directed
Scottish Bishops have made a similar plea for
against the morality of existing society and aimed at
toleration to Scotland’s leaders in the absence of
its disintegration; a policy which is supported by all
protective legal safeguards in the Scottish same sex
establishment parties. To lend these support is to
marriage bill. The politicians, of course, save a
take part in the lie.
miracle, will leave the lot of marriage supporters to
the Equality Act and European equality directives
etc. and will wash their hands when civil law and Anthony Fraser, RIP, son of the famous
even the penal law is used to persecute those who Communist convert, Hamish Fraser, was
wish to defend the traditional institution of marriage. the Editor of Apropos. To read the original
‘We legislated in good faith’ they will say. But have article, visit www.apropos.org.uk and scroll the
Editor’s Blog, to find “A Salutary Lesson
they.
from the Same-Sex ‘Marriage’ Bill”,
I think we are seeing Herbert Marcuse’s ‘Repressive 16/07/2013 Feast of Our Lady of Mount
Tolerance’ being deployed.
Carmel. All footnotes provided there.
Ralph de Toledano described it thus in his book Cry
Havoc! (5):
‘“Repressive Tolerance” became the Ten
Commandments of the repressive “academic speech
codes” which it engendered. Marcuse argued in
Orwellian newspeak that America’s supposedly
neutral tolerance for ideas was in reality a highly
selective tolerance that benefited only the prevailing
attitudes of those who held wealth and power. Such
“indiscriminate” tolerance, he argued, effectively
served “the cause of oppression” and the
“established machinery of discrimination”. For
Marcuse, as long as society was held captive by
militarism and institutionalised pervasive social and
economic inequality, “indiscriminate tolerance”
necessarily would service the highly discrimininatory
interests of regression.’ (6)
Just as Lenin considered that that which served the
revolution was moral, Marcuse considered that
‘tolerance was moral and real only when harnessed
to the cause of “liberation”’. (7)
As Toledano explains:
Marcuse’s aims included the withdrawal of toleration
of speech and assembly from groups and
movements which promote aggressive policies,
chauvinism, discrimination on the grounds of race
and religion [which includes, no doubt, opposition to
same-sex marriage], or which opposes the extension
of public services, social security, medical care etc.
For Marcuse “liberating” and “repressive tolerance,”
unlike “indiscriminate tolerance,” would be
“intolerance towards movements from the Right and
toleration of movements from the Left no matter how
repressive.” He turned thumbs down on “sacred
liberalistic” principles of equality for the “other side.”
“There are issues where there is no ‘other’ ‘side’.” (8)
The absolute and determined opposition of
Comrades Cameron, Clegg, Milliband and Salmond
to include protection for pro-marriage supporters in
the same-sex bills conform exactly to the Marcusian
model of “liberating” and “repressive tolerance”.
Those who would still like to pretend that the British
establishment parties are liberal or conservative or
tolerant must realise that these are revolutionary
parties conforming to the Marcusian model of cultural
revolution: ‘One can rightfully speak of cultural
revolution, since the protest is directed toward the
whole cultural establishment, including the morality
of existing society…There is one thing we can say

When Irish Eyes

Are NOT Smiling
Shockingly, once-Catholic Ireland
voted to dispense with God’s Law
in order to legalise same-sex
“marriage” on 22 May, described by
one thrilled commentator as “a
good Friday”. Incredibly, some priests (in
good standing, of course) contributed to the
62% majority win. Below we feature a couple
of these yes men.
From The Irish Times…
Sir, –
When two people, not bound
by blood or kin, love each
other to such a profound
depth that they want to make
a lifelong commitment of
faithfulness to each other,
then that deserves to be
acknowledged, celebrated
Fr Adrian Egan
and solemnised. We are all
the better for it – individuals, families, communities
and society are life-enhanced – and God in his
heaven rejoices. That’s why I will be voting Yes on
May 22nd. – Yours, etc,
Fr ADRIAN EGAN, CSsR, Redemptorists, Mount St
Alphonsus, Limerick.

The above letter from the Book of Judas
contrasts starkly with the writings of another
Redemptorist:
"We should constantly thank the Lord for having
granted us the gift of the true faith, by associating us
with the children of the Holy Catholic Church. How
many are the infidels, heretics and schismatics who
do not enjoy the happiness of the true faith! Earth is
full of them and they are all lost!" St Alphonsus
Liquouri, Founder of the Redemptorist Order.
Fr* Egan did not respond to our requests for a comment for
inclusion in this report.

Another unfaithful priest was
brought to our attention when
a distressed parishioner in
Donegal contacted one of our
readers to say that her priest,
Fr* Brian O'Fearraigh had
announced his decision to
vote YES, stating this was a
State matter, not a Church
Fr Brian O'Fearraigh matter and that “In voting Yes
we are saying that the state will be recognising and
cherishing all of its citizens regardless of their sexual
orientation or who they are," said Fr O'Fearraigh
[adding] his conscience is clear with regard his
decision, regardless of the fact that his bishop,
Bishop of Raphoe Philip Boyce, had publicly
declared he would be voting No.” (Irish Examiner,
8/5/15). I presume this is the same Fr O’Fearraigh
who authored ‘Conscience: How Thomas Aquinas
Got It Wrong’ (or put another way, gerragrip “Father”).
A reader from Dublin writes…
Things went quite well at distribution of
leaflets outside novus ordo Masses
today. I got the sense that a lot of people
were glad to see us, and happy to be
getting leaflets. There is no doubt too,
that a lot of people are secret no voters, terrified to
speak out. All the powers are against us, from our
truly, truly evil government to other parties, to all the
media, to the so-called children's organisations, to
the trade unions, to international money. No posters
are also being taken down. The opposition is very
much grass roots, with small groups of people, many
of whom haven't done anything like this before,
going around leafleting houses. Co-ordination and
avoiding duplication is a big issue, purely because
of the inequality of the struggle.
A Vote-NO Priest Speaks Out…
One priest, Fr Britto stated the obvious when he said
that a popular Donegal footballer who announced
his intention to support the YES campaign, was
wrong. Criticised by his parishioners, some walked
out during his sermon: “Father Britto was giving a
very robust sermon on gay marriage and said
McGee was wrong (to support the Yes campaign).”
(Donegal churchgoers walk out of mass after priest
criticises GAA star’s stance on gay marriage).

The fact that the faithful in Ireland were “terrified” to
speak out against this aberration while the faithless
shouted their support from the rooftops, speaks
volumes about the abysmal failure of the Church
authorities to teach the Faith. Entire post-Vatican II
generations are now so confused that they are
unable to tell right from wrong. Nihilism writ large.
YES was a foregone conclusion given the above fact,
coupled with the weakness of the bishops who spoke
with forked tongues from the outset. Instead of
asserting their moral authority they’ve allowed the
media to trash the Church using the child abuse
scandals as an excuse, acting like guilty schoolboys
anxious to please a furious parent. And the result?
A majority vote to legalise evil. Nihilistic.
Apostate. Secular. Welcome to modern Ireland.
*Editor: I struggle to call these apostate priests “Father”, having
been taught that the title is a recognition that they are the “Father
of our souls”. These men are not remotely acting like the Father of
anyone’s soul, including their own, which is destined for Hell unless
they repent of their grave sin in voting to insult God and to overturn
His Moral Law. In order to avoid scandalising readers, however, I
will continue to use it, as I continue to refer to the notorious serial
murderer as “Dr Harold Shipman” - merely in recognition of his
medical qualification and not out of any respect for his (non-existent)
professionalism.
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Church
Court

Scotland
Update

Secular
Court

Scotland
Update

Fr Despard
guilty!

Fr Despard
no rights!

Tribunal Reporter

Court Reporter

A church tribunal has found Motherwell priest, Fr
Despard (pictured), guilty of defamation following
publication of his book Priesthood in Crisis in which
he claimed that homosexuality within the Church in
Scotland had been widespread for many years and
that Church authorities had
refused to take action. The
identities of the tribunal
members has not been made
public, which brought a
withering response from
supporters of Fr Despard,
deriding what they term “a
kangaroo court”. Of the 26
separate charges against Fr
Despard, five were not proven. However, the judges
found him guilty of the other charges including
injuring the reputation of the Church and the good
reputation of both lay and clergy.

At Hamilton Sheriff Court, Sheriff Joyce Powrie,
found that Fr Despard is not a tenant, pays no rent,
and therefore has no rights under housing
legislation. Nor is he an employee, so he has no
rights under employment legislation.

One blogger pointed out that Fr Despard has been
found guilty only of defamation of character - nobody
has argued that his claims were false - which would
have justified a libel action against him; another
suggested that - following the Cardinal O’Brien
scandal - it is impossible to defame the Church.
Fr Despard is suspended from practising as a priest,
and sentenced to spending three months in a
religious house doing penance.

Fr Despard has no right to live in the presbytery any
longer, and he remains a suspended priest with no
assignment in the Church in Scotland.

Edinburgh
Cardinal O’Brien
Enjoying
retirement!
Homes & Leisure Reporter

Cardinal Keith O’Brien is enjoying a quiet retirement
in a comfortable home bought by the Archdiocese
of St Andrew’s & Edinburgh.
Widely reported in the press and across the internet,
the Cardinal now lives in a £208,750 bungalow in a
Northumberland village – purchased by Archbishop
Leo Cushley of St Andrews and Edinburgh .

Father’s supporters are waiting, with much interest
and concern, to see what kind of future the Diocese
plans for this priest.

Reports had indicated that Cardinal O’Brien was
living in a monastery in England after admitting he
had “fallen beneath the standards” expected of him,
in sexual matters.

“As a result of publishing his concerns about the
possible extent of homosexuality within the Diocese,
he finds himself without a parish and without a
home” one friend told us.

However, “the disgraced churchman” (as he is
frequently described in press reports) has been
living in the village of Ellington, Northumberland,
since January, 2014.

The Diocese did offer alternative accommodation to
Fr Despard, which he refused, awaiting the outcome
of his case.

Documents show that the house was purchased in
the same month by Archbishop Cushley – who
succeeded the Cardinal as Archbishop of St
Andrews and Edinburgh – and two other leading
churchmen in their capacity as trustees of the
archdiocese.

He now plans to pursue the matter in Rome, having
been in touch with a Canon Lawyer there.
In the meantime, he will have to move out of the
presbytery at St John Ogilvie’s in Blantyre, into
diocesan-provided accommodation.
At time of going to press, no further details are
available.

(Ed: if they can find a religious house that is remotely
penitential, that’ll be worth reporting in its own right i.e. headline news.)

A source close to Fr Despard told Catholic Truth
that Fr Despard will appeal and is already in contact
with a canon lawyer in Rome. No penalties may be
imposed under after the outcome of the appeal.
The source also remarked that Fr Despard is
actually in a win-win situation because if he wins the
appeal, he is vindicated but if he loses, he’s surely
in line for a nice home, if not quite in the same
league as Cardinal O’Brien’s £208,750 bungalow.
(See column 3).

Cardinal O’Brien’s fall from grace
followed public accusations of
homosexual activity from priests,
who have never been publicly
identified themselves. As a result,
the Cardinal lay open to charges of
hypocrisy over his persistent
condemnation of homosexuality in
the Scottish media. He resigned
office and was the subject of a Vatican investigation
which stripped him of all privileges - although he
retains his title. The Vatican apparently ordered him
to undertake an unspecified period of “prayer and
penance”. However, we have been unable to verify
whether, when or where, the Cardinal undertook any
such period of “prayer and penance”, merely that he
lives in a bungalow in a very nice village in the north
of England.

Roving Reporter

Where Are They Now?
Following publication of our January 2007 edition
(Issue No. 43) in which we reported the extent of
homosexuality within the Church in Scotland as we
found it at that time, in the priesthood, education and
seminary, we came under very heavy criticism, not
least from the priests we had exposed as being
involved in “the gay scene” whether by frequenting
a popular “gay” bar in Glasgow or, in the case of one
Aberdeen priest, by attending a civil partnership
celebration.
Two nasty articles were published in The Times1,
the second of which, by journalist David Aronavitch,
was nothing more than a regurgitation of the first
article published the previous day (Ed: short of real
news, obviously) with some very nasty jibes thrown
in for good measure. So, when a reader suggested

that we publish a follow up piece along the lines of
Where are they now? Editor froze, recalling the
opening words of the Aaronovitch piece: “Bring me
my bow of burning gold, bring me my arrows of
desire. And I’ll bring you the hide of [Editor, Catholic
Truth] the internet Torquemada of Scottish Catholic
gaydom.” Ouch! Long story cut short, it was agreed
that we would prepare an update for the next edition,
and make a start on the research right away. John,
our researcher, rang St Mary’s Church of England
presbytery in Twickenham, as Editor requested, to
ask if there is any truth in the rumour reported in our
May, 2013 edition (Issue No. 77) that Fr Gerry
Livingstone, allegedly on leave of absence from
Aberdeen Diocese, is now living in a “relationship”
with an Anglican clergyman. Editor had to quickly

text John to say “Urgent - it’s All Saints,
Twickenham, not St Mary’s” to which John replied,
drily, that he’d found that out the hard way, having
telephoned St Mary’s only to discover that the vicar
is married - to a woman! An over dinner story for
years to come, as Editor assured him. John
persisted in ringing All Saints, but to no avail and he
has received no reply to his email enquiry. So, watch
this space! Having given notice of our intention to
publish an update, we will do so in our next edition,
with or without a comment from Rev Livingstone.
Footnotes
1David

Lister: Catholic ‘witch-hunt’ to expose gay clergy
The Times, 18/6/07 and David Aaronovitch: The virtues of
blackmail, misery and cheating , The Times, 19/6/07
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Reality Ecumenism

Staff Reporter

Spot the real schismatic…
Pope Francis’s respect for Protestant
ministers, including female “archbishops”
shines through in the following report from
the Catholic News Agency.
Editorial comment in bold.
Vatican City, May 5, 2015 / 02:02 am (CNA/EWTN
News). Christians in pursuit of unity should not be
afraid to broach potential areas of disagreement
such as marriage, family, and sexuality, Pope
Francis said in a meeting with the head of Sweden's
Lutheran church.
Ed: So far, so good. We ought not to shy away
from speaking about the differences between
Catholic teaching (that is, Christ’s teaching) on
marriage, family, and sexuality and the errors of
Protestantism on these issues. If that’s what the
Pope means, agreed.
“All Catholic faithful” are invited “to take up,
recognize the signs of the times, the way of unity for
overcoming divisions among Christians,” the pontiff
said during the private audience with Lutheran
archbishop Uppsala Antje Jackelén. Division, he
said – speaking in reference to the Vatican II decree
on ecumenism, Unitatis Redintegratio – is not only
in opposition “to the will of Christ, but is also a
scandal to the world and causes damage to the
holiest of causes: the preaching of the Gospel to
every creature.”
Ed: What Luther did by breaking with Christ’s
Church and starting his own, man-made
“church” is manifestly in opposition to the will
of Christ. And Antje Jackelén is not an
“archbishop” any more than Justin Welby is an
“archbishop”. No offence intended - this is
simply the fact of the matter. Catholic journalists
never miss an opportunity to (dishonestly) link
the SSPX bishops with the word “schism” while
refusing to use it where it actually applies - as in
the case of Dr Jackelén. And for more on
“reading the signs of the times” see my editorial
on p.20.
During the May 4 private audience at the Vatican,
the Pope stressed that unity should be compelled by
charity toward those suffering from poverty and
violence, and those in need of mercy. “Especially the
witness of our persecuted brothers and sisters
pushes us toward fraternal communion,” he said.
Ed: The persistent use of the term “brothers and
sisters” appears designed to give the impression
that we are, essentially, at one in Christian belief.
We’re not, sadly.
Pope Francis also warned against the avoidance of
relevant issues today in the name of ecumenism.
Topics, such as the respect for the dignity of the
human person, or those pertaining “to the family,
marriage, and sexuality,” he said, “cannot be
silenced or ignored out of fear of putting the already
established ecumenical consensus into jeopardy.”
Ed: But what does this actually mean? The devil
is in the detail. A pontiff who one minutes says
he cannot “judge” those engaged in homosexual
activity, and the next speaks about respecting
“issues pertaining to the family, marriage and
sexuality” has to spell out precisely what he
means, not least the “established ecumenical
consensus” that none of us knew existed.

“It would be a shame if, in these important matters,
new denominational differences were strengthened.”
Ed: Such as? What possible “new differences”
can there be when the teaching of the Catholic
Church on marriage and the family is as clear as
crystal - or was until Pope Francis put Cardinal
Kasper in charge of effectively re-writing it.
In the area of promoting unity of Catholics and
Lutherans, such as in “visible unity in faith” and
sacramental life, there is still much to be done, the
Pope said.
Ed: There sure is much to be done - given that
Lutherans believe in only two sacraments. How
to get them to accept, in faith, that Christ
established seven, and put His Church under the
authority of Peter and his successors. Lots of
work ahead to convert those who adhere to false
beliefs. Including those (men and women) who
think they’re ordained and consecrated bishops!

Address of His Holiness Pope Francis in
response to Dr Antje Jackelén, Lutheran
Archbishop of Uppsala, and to the delegation
of the Evangelical-Lutheran church of Sweden,
Monday, 4 May 2015,
dear sister …
(Source: Vatican website)

However: “We can be certain that the Spirit
Paraclete will always be light and strength for
spiritual ecumenism and theological dialogue.”
Ed: No, we can’t. Not if those engaged in
ecumenical and theological “dialogue” are
making it up as they go along, instead of seeking
to convert those outside the Church. Anyone,
for example, who says that even atheists go to
Heaven, and nobody needs to “convert”, is NOT
speaking as a result of inspiration from the Holy
Spirit. [Pope Francis is himself, widely quoted
across the internet/newspapers as saying this.]
The pontiff also acknowledged the upcoming
anniversary of the Reformation in 2017, as well as
the joint document “From Conflict to Communion”
published by the Lutheran-Catholic commission for
unity. He expressed his hope that this initiative
would encourage further steps toward unity, with
God's help, “and our collaboration with Him and one
another.”
Ed: Elsewhere on the Vatican website, Pope
Francis says this: “Ecumenical dialogue today can
no longer be separated from the reality and the life
of our churches (sic). In 2017, Lutheran and Catholic
Christians (sic) will jointly commemorate the 500th
anniversary of the Reformation. On that occasion,
Lutherans and Catholics around the world will, for
the first time, have the opportunity to share the same
ecumenical commemoration, not in the form of a
triumphalistic celebration, but as the profession of
our common faith in the Triune God. At the center
of this event, therefore, there will be common prayer
and the plea that our Lord Jesus Christ pardon for
our mutual faults, along with the joy of journeying
together on a shared ecumenical path…” May this
commemoration of the Reformation encourage us
all to carry out, with God's help and the support of
his Spirit, further steps towards unity and to not just
limit ourselves to what we have already achieved!”
Ed: Eh? Ecumenical “achievements” can be
summed up in one word - indifferentism - as
evidenced in the above treachery coming from
the Pope himself.
Born in Germany, Jackelen is the first female head
of the Lutheran church in Sweden, and the nation's
first foreign archbishop since the 12th century.
Ed: since there’s only one very UN-ecumenical
answer to this, I’ll say nothing.

Bishop Bernard Fellay, SSPX
On December 13, 2013, Bishop Fellay and his
assistants went to Rome for an informal
meeting at the request of the Ecclesia Dei
Commission. Following this interview, the
Secretary of the Commission, Archbishop
Guido Pozzo, invited his counterparts for lunch
at St. Martha House's dining room where they
were joined by Archbishop Augustine Di Noia,
Assistant Secretary of the Congregation of the
Faith. It is in this large refectory that the Pope
takes his daily meals, away from other guests.
Archbishop Pozzo insisted on introducing
Bishop Fellay to the Pope while the latter was
leaving the refectory. There was a brief
exchange where Pope Francis said to Bishop
Fellay, according to the usual polite formula,
"I’m very glad to meet you." To this, Bishop
Fellay answered that he was praying a lot, and
the Pope asked him to pray for him. Such was
the "meeting" that lasted a few seconds.
(Source: SSPX/MG - DICI 5/12/14)

See p.15 for more on ecumenism
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Ecumenism: Protestant Perspective
Letter to the Press regarding Kirk Moderator Meeting with Pope
A copy of the following letter, published on the website
of the Shettleston Free Church in Glasgow, was sent to
our office, by, I presume, a member of the Shettleston
congregation. It is published, in full, below…
It is clear for everyone to see that the very worldly
and ungodly Church of Scotland no longer embraces
the spiritual, and moral, truths recorded in the Bible.
The kirk continues to unblushingly plunge the depths
further with its very latest announcement. Yes the
kirk Moderator is to soon meet the Pope of Rome at
the Vatican! At the prospect of meeting the so-called
Supreme Pontiff of the Roman Catholic Church, (sic)
he is clearly unashamed and unrepentant. He is also,
very sadly, unlikely to remember the history of the
Scottish Reformation and the darkness from which
this country was mercifully delivered, under the hand
of God, in 1560 – and shame on him.

and that Jesus Christ alone is the Head of the
Church on earth (Ephesians 1:22 & 23)?
The answer to all these questions is an unequivocal
no, no, no. Their official documents, which are in the
public domain - for everyone to see - testifies to
where their allegiance is or isn’t. No, the Roman
Catholic Church(sic)1 has not changed and neither
have their teachings: “Can the Ethiopian change his
skin, or the leopard his spots? then may ye also do
good, that are accustomed to do evil.” (Jeremiah
13:23)

It is a travesty of the highest order for the
Maybe Rev Chalmers should be reminded that a Moderator of the Church of Scotland to be visiting
replica of the Reformation which took place in 1560 the Vatican and meeting an elderly white gowned
is what is desperately needed in Scotland - and man, who blasphemously claims to be God’s
within the walls of his own kirk - in 2015. I hardly messenger and mediator on earth, while at the same
think a visit to the Vatican is going to achieve that, time maintaining that the teachings of the Church he
in the light of the belittling and disparaging comments leads are far more superior and loftier to those
he made over the past few days as he prepared for recorded in God’s own infallible and inerrant Word
his trip. He said: “I am honoured to be able to meet of truth.
with His Holiness Pope Francis. I hope to be able to
discuss a range of issues including how faith is Mr Donald J Morrison
regarded in the 21st century.” He then added “I will 85 Old Edinburgh Road
also share with His Holiness my sense that for some Inverness, IV2 3HT
years now ministers and priests have found new
levels of friendship. People’s attitudes have changed
Keep Calm
as they have come to see in ‘the other’ first a shared
humanity and then a shared faith.”
Unlike the Reformers, John Knox being one of these
spiritual giants, Rev Chalmers is very muddled up
indeed when he somehow thinks that ‘faith in the
21st century’ is ‘a shared faith’ regardless of your
religious beliefs. Excuse me but the faith of genuine
Bible believing Christians ‘in the 21st century’ is
exactly the same faith that believers had in 1560
when they made an unyielding and uncompromising
stand for the very same Biblical truths that Rome
rejected. Although a triumphant stand, the fight cost
many of them their lives. For these valiant warriors
the Reformation was, amongst many other things,
firstly a movement from heaven that turned attention
from a man-centered religion back to God. Secondly
it was a movement from the authority of the Church
back to the authority of the Word of God.
With Rev Chalmers gallivanting to the Vatican, has
the Roman Catholic Church (sic) ‘in the 21st
century suddenly wholly succumbed to the
unchanging Biblical teaching about ‘faith’ in Christ
alone for salvation? Has the Roman Catholic
Church (sic) ‘in the 21st century’ wholly accepted,
without compromise whatsoever, the absolute
authority of God’s perfect Word as recorded in the
Bible…which states, amongst other things, that
salvation is only through Jesus Christ (Acts 4:12),
that the sacrifice of Jesus is finished (John 19:30)

Pope Francis
doesn’t want
to convert
you! 2
For more on ecumenism, see p. 18,
column 3.

Footnotes:
1

“Roman Catholic” is not the name of the Church - which
is simply the Catholic Church. The “Roman” was added by
the Protestant Reformers in the 16th century to justify their
heresy that the Church is made up of various branches, and
those with allegiance to the Pope, make up but one branch.
The claim that the Catholic Church is wider than the Church
built on Peter, that is, the papacy, is a condemned heresy.
2 “I’m not interested in converting Evangelicals to
Catholicism. I want people to find Jesus in their own
community. There are so many doctrines we will never agree
on. Let’s not spend our time on those. Rather, let’s be about
showing the love of Jesus.” Brian C. Stiller, “Lunch with
the Pope”, Dispatches from the Global Village, July 9, 2014.

A Former
Protestant
Asks…
What is the purpose of the ecumenical
movement? It's a question I asked many times
when I was a Protestant. "Is it to create a new
‘Christian Church?’", I asked a
fellow Protestant. He was
insistent that it wasn't. I never
really got a definitive answer.
However, from my experience
of ecumenism on both sides of
the Tiber, I think I now know
the answer.
I attended many ecumenical events. Most of
them included Presbyterians, Methodists and
Catholics. There was always a pretence that we
were "learning about each other". However, we
didn't do a lot of learning about the Catholic
Church. I always got the impression that the
Catholics in the congregation were almost
embarrassed by their traditions. This could be
because the Protestant were always the most
vocal and "gushy" about their beliefs. I remember
a very elderly woman declaring joyfully, "I just
want Jesus to beam me up on the last day". The
Protestant minister smiled and reassured her,
"That day is coming, Betty!" I could sense that
the Catholics were uncomfortable with this.
However, there's also more sinister reasons why
Catholics didn't feel comfortable speaking of their
traditions. The Protestants objected. They made
it quite clear that they wouldn't stand for any
candles being lit. A student minister quite
confidently pointed to a statue of Our Lady and
told one of the teenage Catholic boys that there
was "no need for that person to be represented
in the Church." The hymns sung at ecumenical
services are always Protestant. The prayers said
are always led by Protestants.
It is really important for Catholics to understand
that Protestants take proselytism very seriously.
They don't really want to learn anything about the
Catholic Church. In fact, there is a deep dislike
and distrust of the Catholic Church. A Protestant
minister once told me that she would never trust
Catholics because they were loyal to Rome rather
than the country of their birth. This dislike is
widespread. When Pope John Paul II died, a
Protestant minister had to repeat several times
that the death of this Pope was "sad news". His
congregation wasn't convinced.
So, forget the party line that we are learning about
each other and "growing together". It's just not
true. I converted to Catholicism and have been
shocked at the lengths the bishops will go to
please Protestants. It's not reciprocated.
Protestants are committed to the ecumenical
movement but for one reason only - to advance
Protestantism.
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From the Blog…
Summa on

Christina on

General Discussion (7)

Latest Novelty: Baptism
of Unbelievers?

Book plug.
If you haven’t read The Reign of Christ
the King – Michael Davies…. you
should. Inspiring

Cbucket on
UK General Election - No
Thanks!
Talk of democracy and general elections always
remind me of this famous quote by
G.K.Chesterton.
“Tradition means giving a vote to most
obscure of all classes, our ancestors.
It is the democracy of the dead.”
Chesterton goes on to say: “Tradition refuses to
submit to the small and arrogant oligarchy of those
who merely happen to be walking about. All
democrats object to men being disqualified by the
accident of birth; tradition objects to their being
disqualified by the accident of death. Democracy tells
us not to neglect a good man’s opinion, even if he is
our groom; tradition asks us not to neglect a good
man’s opinion, even if he is our father.”

Gabriel Syme on
Year of Mercy: What
About Us?
Speaking of adherence to the
traditional mass, in a show of extreme
irony, the curial Archbishop Pozzo
has urged the faithful to “not relent in
the pursuit of the traditional mass” and
to “resist any undue resistance”.
This, while the Vatican – including Pozzo’s own
Ecclesei Dei commission – continue to hold the
SSPX at arms length and present undue resistance
to the advancement of tradition in general.

Athanasius on
Dangerous Green
Encyclical Ready
This Encyclical on mythical climate
change is just another example of what
happens when the supernatural Catholic
Faith gets eroded away in a soul; worldly
issues, real or imagined, begin to
dominate the mind and heart. There is a clear
absence of trust in the Creator by creatures who think
the survival of the planet depends on them. His
Holiness, sadly, thinks as men think, not as God
thinks. The salvation of souls should be his business,
not the saving of the planet.

I would like to comment on this quotation from the
New Catechism...
1261 As regards children who have
died without Baptism, the Church can
only entrust them to the mercy of God,
as she does in her funeral rites for
them.”
This is indeed not erroneous, but it is
‘waffly’ and imprecise, as we are all dependent on
the mercy of God. It is a good illustration of how the
Church’s modernist pastors since Vatican II have
rejected Thomistic theology. The Church herself has
never rejected, nor defined as an article of faith, St.
Thomas’s postulation, made in the supplement of
Summa Theologica, of a ‘limbo of unbaptised
infants’. To me his logic is inescapable, in spite of
the modernist’s inclination to regard the
transcendent God as a sort of super human being.
Every human being since Adam and Eve has been
born without the life of God in the soul – sanctifying
grace – without which it simply lacks the
supernatural ability to behold the Beatific Vision, just
as a man without eyes cannot see because he lacks
the necessary natural ability to do so. As St. Thomas
explains:
Accordingly, it must be observed that if one is guided
by right reason, one does not grieve through being
deprived of what is beyond one’s power to obtain
but only through lack of that which, in some way,
one is capable of obtaining. Thus, no wise man
grieves for being unable to fly like a bird or for that
he is not a king or an emperor, since these things
are not due to him; whereas he would grieve if he
lacked that to which he had some kind of claim. I
say, then, that every man who has the use of
free-will is adapted to obtain eternal life, because he
can prepare himself for grace whereby to merit
eternal life; so that if he fail in this, his grief will be
very great, since he has lost what he was able to
possess.
But children were never adapted to possess eternal
life, since neither was this due to them by virtue of
their natural principles, for it surpasses the entire
faculty of nature, nor could they perform acts of their
own whereby to obtain so great a good. Hence they
will nowise grieve for being deprived of the divine
vision; nay, rather will they rejoice for that they will
have a large share of God’s goodness and their own
natural perfections. Nor can it be said that they were
adapted to obtain eternal life, not indeed by their
own action but by the actions of others around them,
since they could be baptised by others, like other
children of the same condition who have been
baptised and obtained eternal life: for this is of
superabundant grace that one should be rewarded
without any act of one’s own. Wherefore the lack of
such a grace will not cause sorrow in children who
die without Baptism, any more than the lack of many
graces accorded to others of the same condition
makes a wise man to grieve.
Hence the importance of having a baby baptised as
soon as possible after birth, and of baptising a

miscarried or aborted child if one is in a position to
do so. When the modernists preach about the mercy
of God and ignore His justice and the effects of
original sin in the soul, they do so much damage,
not the least of which is depriving infants of the gift
of the Beatific Vision.
Shame on Pope Francis for his continued
downplaying of the means of grace.

Catherine on
Father Gruner RIP
May he rest in peace. We will pray
for Fr. Gruner. I always felt guilty
that I did not do enough to help
spread the Fatima Message. I’m
sure he will be a saint in heaven.

Leo on
Homosexuality:
Judge For Yourself…
Thank you for making this [statistics]
information available.
With [Ireland’s] rejection of God and
the constant, daily, wall to wall media
agit prop for the Big Sodomy Agenda
and the destruction of Holy Matrimony and the
family, the subject of this thread calls to mind the
following words of Sacred Scripture: “My people
have been silent, because they had no
knowledge”(Osee 4:6).
No knowledge, and no leadership from the
Shepherds, and no Faith or elementary grasp of
divine and natural law.
Somebody here might be able to help with the exact
words and citation, but didn’t Saint Thomas Aquinas
write that when people turn away from God, there
intellects become darkened, or disabled.
I think I read or heard the other day that Ireland is
the first country to actually be institutionalising
perversion under the name of “marriage” by way of
referendum. There are no grounds for discussion
here. If passed, this referendum will be national
rebellion against Christ by public plebiscite.

Frankier on
Same-Sex Vote: Priests
For YES - Resign!
As the song says, it’s a most
distressful country.
I’m ashamed to be “off the Irish”.

To sign up for our blog visit
http://catholictruthblog.com/ or, if
you require help, email
editor@catholictruthscotland.com
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News Round-Up
Lawyer To Bishop: Father Gruner
Was NOT “Suspended”…
(A recent response to the Archdiocese of Milan)
Apparently, someone informed you that Father Gruner is under some sort of penalty imposed upon him by
“the Vatican.” That is simply not the case. This appears to be a reference to outdated canonical proceedings
engineered by the same Vatican Secretary of State, Cardinal Sodano, who covered up the scandal of Father
Maciel for decades until he was overruled and then removed from office by Pope Benedict.
In order to silence Father Gruner’s Fatima apostolate in the 1990s, Sodano attempted to force Father's
return to the Diocese of Avelino, where he was ordained in the 1970s, by having the Bishop of Avellino
demand that Father be incardinated in another diocese by a bishop friendly to his work or else return to
Avellino after his long and fully approved residence in Canada to conduct the apostolate. (Any return to
Italy would have been precluded by Italian immigration law, in any event.)
Sodano then tried to prevent Father Gruner's incardination in any other diocese, so that the Bishop of
Avvelino could then “suspend” him for “disobedience” to the very command Sodano was preventing Father
from obeying. But Sodano’s plan failed when the Archbishop of Hyderabad incardinated Father Gruner in
1995 with a decree protesting that “evil forces [i.e. Sodano] cannot destroy your work of love,” and the
Archbishop later affirmed his decree despite Vatican pressure to rescind it. Copies of these documents
have been published to the world by Father Gruner.
The canonical proceedings to which the Archdiocese of Milan seems to be referring, which related entirely
to Father Gruner’s non-existent “failure” to be incardinated by another bishop, were rendered moot by the
incardination in Hyderabad. The Vatican itself has never imposed any penalty of any kind on Father Gruner,
but rather the proceedings point only to the Bishop of Avellino’s order (instigated by Sodano) that Father
Gruner be incardinated elsewhere, which order Father Gruner obeyed despite Sodano’s attempt to prevent
him from obeying it. The Bishop of Avellino was advised of the new incardination and thereafter never took
any action against Father Gruner. Nor did he ever “suspend” Father (having merely threatened to do so in
a letter that, like the canonical proceedings as a whole, became moot when Father Gruner was incardinated
in Hyderabad).
I know these things because I am intimately familiar with the acts of the canonical proceedings and have
written numerous documents which are part of those proceedings and can be found in the Vatican archives.
The question you should address to the Archdiocese of Milan is simply this: “What offense is Father Gruner
said to have committed?” You will find that the answer is none at all. The entire “case” of Father Gruner
reduces to Cardinal Sodano's attempt to prevent him from being incardinated so that he could be
“suspended” for not being incardinated. The attempt failed, Father Gruner is incardinated, and today he is
under no suspension or penalty of any kind. If you wish to discuss this matter with me, I am available.
Respectfully yours,
Christopher A. Ferrara
President and Chief Counsel
American Catholic Lawyers Association, Inc.
5/5/15

Blasphemous Bishop: “Gay” Gospels…
ROME — A Colombian bishop, insisting that being
homosexual is not a sin, said it’s possible that one
of the twelve apostles of Jesus was gay or that Mary
Magdalene, another key New Testament figure, was
a lesbian.
Bishop Juan Vicente Córdoba of Fontibón,
Colombia, also said the Catholic Church does not
oppose same-sex couples making a life together,
but does not consider such arrangements to be a
marriage or a family. “No one chooses to be gay or
straight,” Córdoba said. “One simply feels, loves,
experiments, is attracted, and no attraction is bad.”
[Ed: paedophiles take note.) Córdoba was speaking
at a conference about gay marriage and adoption
hosted by the local University of Los Andes, at a
time when Colombia is debating gay marriage and
adoption rights. Although Córdoba reiterated Church
teaching when it comes to marriage – that it’s a
union between a man and a woman, permanent,

and open to children – he said that homosexuality
isn’t a sin.
According to local reports, Córdoba said that in the
Bible there’s no explicit rejection of homosexuality,
suggesting there’s no basis for making a
condemnation of homosexuality a Church doctrine.
“We don’t know if one of Jesus’ disciples” had a
same-sex orientation, he said. “We don’t know either
if Mary Magdalene was a lesbian.” In the New
Testament, there are hints that Mary Magdalene, a
close follower of Jesus, was a prostitute. Córdoba
said that may suggest she wasn’t actually a lesbian,
but “we don’t know.” (Colombian bishop floats idea
of gay apostle, lesbian Mary Magdalene, Crux,
15/5/15)
Ed: the editor of The Remnant (16/5/15) said it for us:
“Get the Hell out of our Church, Your Excellency” to
which we would add: please and thank you…[and]
here’s the door.

What The Papers Say
The Tablet reported, 13 May, that The new minister
for equalities, who voted against gay marriage in
2013, has changed her mind and says she now fully
supports its legalisation.
Caroline Dinenage, MP for Gosport, who attended a
Catholic school, voted against the legalisation of
same sex marriage at its second reading in July 2013
and was absent for the Third Reading.
At the time she said in a letter to a reader of the gay
rights website Pink News that canon law states “that
marriage is in its nature a union of ‘one man and one
woman’.” The state had no right to redefine the
meaning of marriage, she added.
But following her appointment yesterday she said in
a statement that she now supports the legalisation
of gay marriage and is “fully committed to advancing
the cause of LGBT equality”…
“I’ll be meeting with LGBT organisations such as
Stonewall as soon as possible to discuss this
Government’s priorities for this parliament,” she
added. (Incoming equalities minister changes mind
over gay marriage, The Tablet,13/5/15)
She reiterated her position in a message on Twitter.

So much for voting for a particular candidate based
on pro-life criteria. Catholics should be aware that if
you spoil your ballot paper by writing a message for
the candidates on it, they will read it because they
have to agree that each spoilt paper really is “spoilt”.
One Catholic Truth reader wrote: “I vote for an end
to same-sex marriage; I vote for an end to abortion”
(etc) concluding “I vote for Christ the King!” Another
wrote: “Named Person, same-sex marriage,
abortion, are some of the reasons why I cannot, in
good conscience, vote for any party on offer today.
Catholic Social Teaching requires that Christ be the
head of every nation under heaven, but this nation
has kicked Him out. When the rule of Christ the King
is restored, I will vote again.”
The Catholic Herald 8/5/15, published Fr Ronald
Rolheiser’s “letter” to Bishops, asking the following
incredible question: “could you make an addition to
our present Eucharistic Prayers to include an explicit
invocation for other Christian churches and for those
who lead them?” “For example” he continues: “could
the prayer for the Church and its leadership in our
various Eucharistic canons have the following
additions? “Remember, Lord, your entire Church,
spread throughout the world and bring her to the
fullness of charity, together with X our Pope and X
our bishop, as well as all who help lead other
Christian churches, and all the clergy.” Might our
Eucharistic Prayers have this kind of inclusivity?
(Let us pray for those not of this fold, Catholic Herald,
8/5/15)

Words fail. Utterly.
I’ve had to hand this one to
Dumb & Dumber for comment.
See p.19.
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Faith &
Morality
Matters
Bernadette, Scotland, writes…
I would value your advice about the Catholic attitude
to the welfare state, because I am an
abandoned wife, with four children, living
on State benefits. I home-educate our
three school age children. I also have a
baby now but my husband pays nothing
towards their keep, despite the Government agency
pursuing him. I had a good career and pension
before I took the decision to have a break to
home-educate my family, not realising that I would
be left alone to struggle financially. When I was in
full time employment, I was entitled to tax credits,
and, in addition, at a cost of £300 per week to the
tax-payer, child-care - in order to employ a childminder. Nobody criticised that! However, now,
forced to live on benefits, I find that there is a
disapproving attitude, with snide comments about
claimants’ use of taxpayer’s money, even among
Catholics. I scraped together money to pay for music
lessons for my eldest, and sports lessons for my two
small sons. My eldest is now about to go to university
to study music. I find it dispiriting to hear these sort
of remarks, and to find some of the extreme stuff
reported in the tabloids quoted at me as if everyone
on benefits is scrounging. The Government rules
mean that I am going to have to work [for an
employer] when my youngest is 4 years and I have
achieved a number of [additional] qualifications so
that I can do so, if possible, from home. I hate the
thought of handing my baby over to a child minder,
so I am trying to arrange to work from home and
continue home-education. Can you tell me what the
right Catholic attitude is to people on benefits,
because I would hate to think it’s the harsh attitude
I’ve witnessed in some people I know.

births, vasectomies, free contraceptives, treatment
for sexually transmitted diseases, IVF and even
“transgender” operations. We’re never told the
financial costs of these abuses, never hear a word
of criticism about these professionals working the
system. As one of our team remarked when it was
put to him that maybe we’d be better off closing
down the NHS and privatising everything: “Sure!
People might drop dead on the streets, but, hey,
there’d be no more cheating!” Touché! The fact is,
as things stand, those suspected of cheating the
welfare system can be pursued through the courts
and made to repay their ill gotten gains. In any case,
as you’ve indicated, those in jobs cost “the taxpayer”
more in benefits than do the
unemployed.
The frequent suggestion that the
amount of benefit should be cut
in order to make poor pay look
good and thus force people into
work of some (i.e. any) kind, is
immoral. It is unthinkable that any Keep Calm
informed Catholic would choose
and Ask
that option. Defrauding labourers
Aunt
of their just wages, remember, is Evangeline
one of the four sins crying to
Heaven for vengeance (James
5:4).

As Catholics we must beware of being the pawns
of politicians who happily employ the tried and
tested Communist tactic of encouraging us to spy
on neighbours, turning us against one another by
engendering envy in our souls. It should not unduly
bother anyone with a truly Christian soul that some
sinners steal from the public purse - Judas has
always been around in one guise or another.
Tabloids highlight a tiny minority of large families
who abuse the system to create the impression that
fraud is widespread. It’s not. In any event, it makes
no sense to argue that cutting the benefits bill is the
same as cutting down on fraud. That’s a non
sequitur. Deal with the fraudsters - don’t punish
everyone! Such an approach is the very antithesis
Aunt Evangeline replies…
of Catholicism, which, from its beginnings,
There is never any place for such harshness in advocated sharing material goods with everyone
Catholicism. The kind of unpleasant, begrudging, generously - Acts 2:44 is the very foundation of
envious attitude of which you speak is not, be Catholic Social Teaching. Indeed, in the Parable of
the Labourers in the Vineyard, Christ admonishes
assured, the Catholic spirit, which is
the mean letter of the law mentality in those who
always generous, to a fault: “If anyone
were angry that the late workers were paid the same
takes your coat, let him take your cloak
amount as those who had laboured all day long,
as well” (Matthew 5:40).
asking them: Why are you envious because I am
Nobody should make judgments
generous? (Matthew 20:15)
about anyone else’s financial
Anyone living on State benefits, ought to feel morally
status. The State agencies have
free to scrape something from their money to use in
found claimants to be deserving of
benefits, and that should be an end to it. It’s nobody some way designed to widen their family’s horizons
without people pointing the finger and accusing
else’s business.
them of wasting taxpayers’ money. That’s unjust
Unfortunately, the hostile mentality which you and short-sighted. If the “reformers” get their way,
describe is encouraged, both by politicians and by and instead of cash, benefits take the form of
tabloid journalists, who seek to fuel resentment vouchers, how will the most disadvantaged ever get
against people getting “something for nothing”, as “out of the bit” as the saying goes? Are the poor to
they perceive it. It’s a narrow, unthinking mindset - have no prospect of moving out of poverty, because
and entirely un-Catholic. Yes, some people make of the jealous, untrusting attitude that demands
benefits a lifestyle choice but they are a minority, accountability for every penny? That’s not the
and no matter how much we try, there will always Catholic way, which is to generously help people
be “professional scroungers” like them. The fact that in need without demanding accountability for every
some people cheat the system is no reason to end penny and without forcing them into possibly
the system, which is the ultimate aim of the critics. unsuitable formal employment, especially while their
After all, some people abuse the Health Service, children are dependent on them.
including those doctors who are providing certain Catholics should ignore the tabloid “exposés” of
services, such as abortion, unnecessary Caesarian extreme cases because, while it is never right to

steal - and that’s what any kind of fraud is - the cost
of benefit fraud to the UK economy is, in fact,
miniscule. Contrary to the propaganda, and even
at a conservative estimate, it is a mere 1% of the
overall benefits and tax credits expenditure, and
less than benefits underpaid and overpaid due to
error. (Source: Myth-busting: the real figures on
benefit fraud, Citizens Advice Scotland www.
cas.org.uk).

If, however, you continue to meet a harsh attitude
in some Catholics, at least now, hopefully, you will
realise that they are acting and speaking in a way
that is foreign to the generous - to a fault - Catholic
spirit. Ignore them.

Reflection
Ecumenical
Truth
J. Allen
The blunt statement “our Faith must be shared!”
which is so typical of the modernist mind-set, needs
some qualification. The question is, can all of our
Faith be shared?
Our primary relationship is with God alone as the
First Commandment demands. St Teresa of Avila
portrays the soul as an ‘Interior Castle’, the outer
rooms of which are open to demons who tempt us.
Then, as you penetrate inwards, their influence
declines until, in the centre of the castle, is a holy
space which only God and the individual soul can
occupy.
This space can in no way be shared with anyone
else. From it flow graces that can and should be
shared with our neighbour. Rev 2:17 puts it like this:
“To him that over-cometh will I give to eat of the
hidden Manna and I will give him a white stone, and
in that stone* a new name written which no man
knoweth saving he that receiveth it.”
Our Lady in her genuine appearances does not talk
about any ‘sharing’ much less ecumenism, but gets
down to the vital means of how to get to that ‘hidden
manna’ so as to have something worth sharing with
others. She always exhorts us to prayer and
sacrifice but the murky waters of Vatican II have
diluted and all but obscured messages such as
Fatima.
In the great mosaic at the front of the sanctuary in
Westminster Cathedral, the artist got it right. At the
top is Christ in glory while down to the right and left
are saints adoring Him. They are not looking at
each other.
There is much abhorrence in some modernist
quarters of solitary (mental) prayer. It is termed
disparagingly as ‘private religion’. But this is the
essential practice that will advance us spiritually
and obtain that ‘white stone’. Just following
fashionable piety will not get us anywhere near that
‘stone’. The saints were gluttons for solitary prayer,
sometimes praying all night alone.
God wants to hear our own unique voice, [however]
simple and humble.
I hope that these considerations will help to restore
a sense of the supernatural, and how vital it is in
our Catholic lives. Lack of it is the main cause of all
major declines in the Church.
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Cheerful Catholics

#Loveyourbishop
That’s a great idea, so it
is, so it is, but why don’t
we also ask if they’d
marry us in a Catholic
Church, at all, at all, at
all? Sure, wouldn’t that
be grand?

Begorrah, we’ll have
to write to thank the
Bishops and priests
who helped the YES
campaign - in fact,
let’s invite them to
our wedding!

Same-sex “marriage” Referendum, Page 1.

Irish Bishop’s New Book…

Apostasy for Dummies

Same-sex “marriage” Referendum, P.12

Father Joe King

This new prayer
won’t please
those pesky
fundamentalists.

Adviser to God on Religious affairs
Lord, we pray for Francis our
Pope, Neil Downe our Bishop, and
for all who help lead the other
Christian churches and all the
clergy. You should also help the
Buddhists as they move from one
cycle of life to the next, and please
strengthen all the Muslim leaders
as they are persecuted by attacks
on their peaceful religion.
We ask this in the name of Rama,
a most beloved god of the Hindus,
who seldom gets a mention.
Amen.

What the Papers Say, page 17.
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From the editor...
Dear Reader …
In his brilliant ‘Study of the Changes in the Catholic
Church in the XXth Century, Romano Amerio, peritus
at the Second Vatican Council, writes: “The Church’s
task in this critical moment is not to attempt to ‘read
the signs of the times,’ because “It is not for you to
know the times and the seasons” (Acts 1:7); it is
rather to read the signs of the eternal will, that are
there to be read in every age, and stand steadfast
before the face of every generation that passes with
the centuries.” 1
That’s the answer to the heresy of the Modernists.
We don’t presume to adapt God’s law, or to reject
God’s revealed will, on the pretext of fitting in with
the changing times. We do what Christians have
done from the beginning - we educate the world to
conform to God’s law and to recognise that His will
is always in our best interests, even if our limited
human minds, darkened by sin, prevent us from
recognising that truth, especially as it applies to
ourselves and our own desires.
Ever tried to get a Company employee to break one
of their man-made rules? Jings! I tried recently in a
cafe, where I asked for a morning roll with a link
sausage instead of the advertised square sausage.
Looking askance, the staff informed me solemnly
that the link sausages are only sold with the full
breakfast - that’s the rule. I laughed and said that
their obedience to this man-made rule contrasts
sharply with that of the Bishops of the Catholic
Church who dispense with God’s Commandments
on a whim. They got the point; they smiled. Perhaps,
like me, they were thinking of GK Chesterton’s
famous observation: "The modern mind will accept
nothing on authority, but will accept anything on no
authority. Say that the Bible or the Pope says so and
it will be dismissed without further examination. But
preface your remark with“I think I heard somewhere,”
or, try but fail to remember the name of some
professor who might have said “such-and-such,” and
it will be immediately accepted as an unshakable
fact." 2
Which brings me to the Bishop of Paisley, John
Keenan, who, writing in the Scotsman Newspaper
12/5/15, about science and belief says: “The criticism
of science counterbalances religion’s all too easy
temptation to fall into credulity, as if nothing could
happen just by chance and even the most absurd
bad luck is somehow all “meant”, by God.”
So much, then, for Christ’s assurances that nothing
happens by chance, that not even a sparrow, sold
at two for a farthing, falls to the ground “without your
Father” and “the very hairs of your head are all
numbered.”3 When you think about it, it’s amazing
just how much God has revealed that experts (like
Bishop Keenan) have now shown to be plain wrong.
The Archbishop of Dublin’s similarly faithless words
in response to the same-sex “marriage” referendum
result, were broadcast on RTE: “The Church needs
a reality check right across the board, to look at the
things we are doing well and look at the areas where
we need to say, have we drifted away completely
from young people?”
Er, no, Archbishop. It’s the divine and Catholic Faith
from which you’ve drifted, and when the Faith goes,
the Morals quickly follow as demonstrated by the
fact that 62% of your people voted moral evil into
legislation on Bad Friday, thanks to your failure, over

the years, to act like a fully believing shepherd.
Apostate Ireland was laid bare as the referendum
results poured in, an indictment of your faithless
episcopacy - the only “reality check” that matters.
For, unless you recognise your own loss of Catholic
Faith you can never hope to begin to reverse the
apostasy which you and your brother Bishops have
caused. To speak, as you did, of not wishing to
“stuff” your “religious views” down “other people’s
throats” * when your religious “views” are, in fact,
divinely revealed truths, says it all. Take your own
advice, and “reflect”. * Quoted with source, page 1.
Instead of warning the faithful that they vote YES
to evil at their eternal peril, you meekly suggested
they “reflect” before voting, so allow me to suggest
that you reflect on the triumphant words of Ireland’s
equalities minister, Aodhán Ó Ríordáin who tweeted
“This is our Republic - we’ve taken it back today.”
Think about that. Ó Ríordáin was born in 1976: he’s
a post-Vatican II baby, so he hasn’t been taught
the Faith, hasn’t a clue; he doesn’t realise that
they’ve just “taken back their Republic” from Christ.
Reflect on that, Archbishop, and then reflect on how
his influence would undoubtedly have been brought
to bear very differently had he been the product of
a truly Catholic education instead of being on the
receiving end of Morality For Morons, as published
by the Pink News and taught in your schools.
So what now for Catholics in Ireland? Are they going
to continue to attend parishes where the priests may
range in their opinions from a whispered no to it’s
OK to be “gay” through to it’s a State matter, so it’s
none of God’s business. Or are they going to send
a clear signal to priests like the Rev. O'Fearraigh
that they wouldn’t trust them to bless their budgies,
by heading for the nearest chapel of the Society of
St Pius X. Will they? God provided the SSPX as a
lifeboat in the current crisis, foretold by Our Lady
in the 17th century at Quito, in Ecuador. Fr Clovis
quoted from the Quito prophecies when he told
pro-lifers in Rome on 8/5/15, that “What [Pope
Francis] is doing is a threat to our faith… it’s a threat
to the Church… it’s a danger to the salvation of
souls…We have to go public on this.” 4 Thank God
for a priest with courage to speak out dutifully in this
way. Let’s hope more priests follow his example.
But we laity also have a duty and that is to protect
our Faith from danger. The person
still worried about the manufactured
“irregular” status of the SSPX in the
midst of the very clear evidence of
apostasy across the world, not just
in Ireland, needs help, preferably
from a nice and very calm man
wearing a white coat and carrying
his copy of A Guide to Analysing
the Confused Mind by Paige Turner.
In this month of the Sacred Heart let us pray for all
those ordained who are instrumental in leading
souls to Hell by invoking Pope Francis’s false mercy,
which is, in fact, the very antithesis of the true mercy
of God. And, of course, let us pray for Ireland.
O Sacred Heart of Jesus, I place all my trust in Thee.
Footnotes:
1 Romano Amerio: Iota Unum: A Study of Changes in the
Catholic Church in the XXth Century, p.761.
Sarto House, Kansas City, ISBN 0-9639032-1-7
2 G.K. Chesterton, The Superstition of Divorce (1920)
http://www.cse.dmu.ac.uk/~mward/gkc/books/divorce.txt
3 Matthew 10:29-30

The Francis Effect…Continued from p.7
Even in my pastoral experience I’ve encountered
women who’ve said…a mother, her son’s divorced,
remarried, and says, ‘Well the Holy Father allows
him to communion, doesn’t he? I don’t think it’s right,
Father, but the Pope…’ We have that problem
already. And we see the pattern, it is done for
Humane Vitae. It’s up there in the air, and of course
it’s going to…become the law. You can do it. So, we
really do need to have eyes firmly fixed on heaven,
beseeching heaven, to guide our bishops.”
“There are rumours of the pastoral relaxation of
Humanae Vitae….it’s not going to be
contradicted, it’s not going to be deleted, it’s
going to be extended. Which is so much more
deadly. Because we have presented something that
is evil as if it were good. And we are building this evil
thing on a good foundation.”
In Summary…
“We love the pope! He is our father. He is our sweet Christ
on Earth. There is concern among Catholics who are
confused and fearful. And we and they do not wish to
criticize, or worse still, to judge the pope. But, again, we are
judging not his person or his office but the results of his
actions. And we’re not doing this out of indignation.
Because what he is doing is the cause of our indignation.
And it is a threat to our faith. And it’s a threat to the Church.
And it’s a danger to the salvation of souls.”
“So, can we judge the pope’s actions? Yes we can. We
have no less a person than the apostle to the gentiles, St.
Paul, writing to the Galatians. And he says, ‘But when
Cephas came to Antioch I opposed him to his face, because
he stood condemned. For before certain men came from
James, he ate with the Gentiles; but when they came he
drew back and separated himself, fearing the circumcision
party. And with him the rest of the Jews acted insincerely,
so that even Barnabas was carried away by their
insincerity. But when I saw that they were not
straightforward about the truth of the gospel, I said to
Cephas before them all, ‘If you, though a Jew, live like a
Gentile and not like a Jew, how can you compel the Gentiles
to live like Jews?” And this is what we are facing today. We
have prominent cardinals taking an anti-Catholic stance on
moral issues. Which we thought were settled! We have the
Holy Father himself seeming to support them. ..
“We have the example of history, John XXII, who taught
that the blessed do not see God until after general
judgment. He was opposed by the theologians of the
University of Paris. By cardinals and bishops and even by
kings. So these were…we have the learned, the
intellectuals, the theologians, who knew what was going on
and were able to oppose the pope. And of course we have
those in authority, the bishops. And we have lay people as
well, the kings.”
“The Code of Canon Law also tells us that we have a right
to express our opinion, in Canon 212, section 3, ‘According
to the knowledge, competence, and prestige which they
possess’ — and I think in this gathering…we’re showing
our knowledge, the fact that we are heads of various
organizations – our competence, and our prestige — we
‘have the right and even at times the duty to manifest to the
sacred pastors their opinion on matters which pertain to the
good of the Church and to make their opinion known to the
rest of the Christian faithful…’ And this is very important.
We have, in other words, to go public on this.”
“‘Now it can be said…’ — this is written by…Melchior
Cano, a famous theologian in the 16th century — ‘Now it
can be said briefly that those who defend blindly and
indiscriminately any judgment whatsoever of the Supreme
Pontiff concerning every matter, weaken the authority of
the Apostolic See; they do not support it; they subvert it;
they do not fortify it… Peter has no need of our lies; he has
no need of our adulation.’ In other words, we must be
vigilant. We must be objective in our approach to the
present crisis in the Church.” To read the original, visit
website OnePeterFive

4 You can view Fr Clovis’s talk in full at Gloria
TV http://gloria.tv/media/CG5Dyd1WWLg
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